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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TE.RMS USED 
Mental retardation is not a disease or a sickness but an impair-
ment of the mind. Therefore, the mentally ret.arded learn at a slower 
rate and often by different methods than do normal pupils. Thia impair-
ment of the mind often has caused problems in social adjustment} but 
with proper training, many or the retarded can make an adequate adjust-
ment to lite. r:ach year there are approximately 126,ooo additional re-
tarded children. For at least 80 per cent of these children, there are 
no educational or training programs available. The necessity of estab-
lishing such programs is quite evident in view or the fact that at least 
6$ per cent or the mentally retarded. can support themBel ves to some 
1 degree if properly trained. 
The belief that equal. educational opportunities should be pro-
vided for all pupils does not imply that identical opportunities should 
be provided. On the contrary-, because of the differences in ability, 
identical opportunities often imply unequal opportunities. The quality 
of education provided the mentally retarded will detennine their con-
tributions to society. Instead or being a debit to the conumm1ty and 
nation the retarded, within their limited capacity, can become a self· 
1united States President's Committee on Mental Retardation, How 
l2 Bring New ~ to the Mentf.11 Retarded (Washington: Government -
Printing 15ffice1 {.n.d:;JT, P• • 
2 
sustaining asset. 
I. THE PBOBLEM 
2 
It was the purpose or this study (1) to review the growth which 
has taken place in educating the mentally retarded in the public schools 
on a national and state levelJ (2) to review the actions being taken in 
Virginia colleges and universities to educate teachers in the field of 
mental retardation; (3) to investigate Henrico County's educational. pro-
gram for the mentally retardedJ and (4) to determine the number ot 
fourtih1 fifth and sixth grade pupils in Henrico County who need screen-
ing for possible admission into Special Education Classes. 
I1. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Mental.ly Retarded. The mentally retarded have been classitied in 
numerous ways such as clinical types, etiolog71 and degree of retarda-
tion aa determined usually by the Revised Stanford Binet scale. Children 
who scored 50·7S on the Binet compose the educable group and those who 
scored 30-SO compose the trainable group.3 Children who ecored below 30 
req,uire custodial care and were not included in this study. 
Exceptional Children. The term exceptional. children refers to 
2Virginia State Department of Education, Services tor Exceptional 
Children: ! Guide !5!! Program Improvement (Richmond: Stati'Department ot 
E<liication1 1962), P• s • 
.3 Ibid., p. 21. 
-
3 
"those who deviate from what is supposed to be average in phy'sicaJ.1 men-
tal, emotional, or social characteristics to suob. an extent that the,. 
require special educational services in order to develop to their maxi-
mum capacit,.."h 
Special Education. The special adjustive school services for ex-
ceptional children such as the blind, deaf, crippled, mentally retarded, 
girted, speech defetltive, socially and emotionally maladjusted are re-
ferred to as special education.S 
hKarl C. Garrison and Dewey G. Force, Jr., The Psycholo,z ot 
Exceptional Children {New York: The Ronald Pr'3Ss Company, 1959 , P. 13. 
Sunited States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Office of Education, Biennial Survez .2f Education!!!~ United Statea--
19S2-.fil!, Cha~ter 2,: Statist.ios of Special Education tor F.xceptional 
Ciiildren-19 2-& (Washington: GOvernment Printing Of'i'ice 1 1954) 1 p. l. 
CHAPTER ll 
REVIEW OF THE GROw"TH OF PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSES FOR 
THE MENTALLY RETARDED 
Throughout history there have evolved three pericds ot treat.ment 
tor the mentally retarded members of society. Early bistoey told or the 
period of rejection and persecution of these leas fortunate members. 
Next came the period of pity and protection followed by a slow develop.. 
ing period of acceptance and attempted integration.1 This acceptance 
and integration into community lii'e were made possible only b;y training 
and educating the mentally retarded. 
I. ORO'tf1'H OF PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSES FOR THE MENTALLY 
RETARDED ON TIIE NATIONAL LEVF..L 
A glimpse of the early history of special education in the city 
school systems in the United States (Table I) showed that a total of 
231 252 mentally retarded pupils were enrolled in 1922. The public 
school program for the mental~ retarded experienced a steady growth ot 
201000 or more pupils approximately every five years until 1936. From 
1936 to 191.tO there was a decrease of about 11000 pupils. 2 This slight 
1c1aseroam lecture by Mrs. Eva Belle Valney, Course entitled The 
Psychology of Exceptional Children, University of Virginia, February, 
1964. 
2Federal Security Agency, Office of Education, Biennial. Survez of 
Education!!!~ United States-1946-48, Chapter 2,1 Statistics .2f Speciil. 
Schools and Classes for f!Xceptio~ChI'ldren--1947-48 (Washington: 
Governmeiit"Printing Office, 1956), P• 10. - -
decrease was followed by an even larger one during the next eight years 1 
during which time the general. school enrollment decreased 7 per cent. 
The 1940-1948 period experienced a decrease of 111237 mentally retarded 
pupils. This represented a net decrease or 41 371 after taking into 
consideration the expected 7 per cent decrease. The acute shortage of 
teachers during the postwar period plus the educational philosophy of 
some administrators accounted tor a great deal of this decrease. It was 
the philosophy held by some administrators that "in the modern school 
program the capable classroom teacher should be able to care for children 
of varying levels of ability and that only the most serious cases ot 
mental retardation should be placed in special classes. nl 
War and postwar emergencies prevented the studying or special 
schools and classes from 1939-1940 unt11 1947-1948.4 The 1947-1948 
Biennial Survey of Education in the United States reported forty-one 
states having laws authorizing or requir:tng local school divisions to 
have programs of special education and thirty-four of these offered 
financial aid to the local di visiollB. There were also thirty-four 
states with a staff in the State Department or Education for the purpose 
of carrying out a special education program. S 
A total of 87 ,l.L2 mentally retarded pupils w-ere enrolled in pub-
lic classes tor tile 7ear l9h7-1948 ldth as.6 per cent on the elementary 
3Ibid. 1 P• 6. 
-4 Ibid., P• iv. 
-
Stbid., P• 1. 
-
TABLE I 
IfISTORICAL SUMV.iARY OF MENTALLY RE.'TARDED PUPIIB IN 
SPECIAL SCHOOLS k'iD CLASSES IN CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS 
Year 
1922 
1927 
19.32 
1936 
1940 
1946 
Source; 
States Pupils 
23 23,252 
32 .51,814 
39 75,099 
43 99,621 
42 98,,416 
47 87,179 
Biennial SLbrvLfi of Edu.cation in the United 
States--19 · •_,Chapter '20: Statistics p£ 
Special Schools and Classes fo~ 1'.Jeception-
al Children-191+7··48 (Washington: Govern:' 
ment Printing-attfce, 1950), p. 10. 
6 
level and 14.4 per cent on the secondary leve1.6 The study concluded 
that only approximately 11 per cent or the exceptional children who 
7 
needed special education were receiving these adjustive services. 
The next survey in 1952-19$3, pointed out that the rate of in-
crease on the secondary level was much larger than on the elementary 
level, the latter being below the general enrollment incl'f!ase for that 
period or t:hne. a There was a total enrollment or 113,S65 mentally re-
tarded pupils with 74. 7 per cent on the elementary level and 25 • .3 per 
cent on the secondary level.9 The 1952-1953 survey included the rural 
7 
areas as well as the urban. The editors, however, believed that limiting 
the 1947-1948 survey to urban schools had a ve!!Y minimal e!'f ect on the 
findings because of the limited special education programs found in the 
rural areas at that time.10 It was estimated that only one out of five 
or 20 per cent who needed these adjustive services were receiving 
them.11 A major conclusion of both surveys was "there is no doubt • • • 
that many exceptional children are still going without the special in-
struction they ahould have."12 
6 Ibid. I P• 12. 
-
?Ibid., p. ). 
-
8united States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
0.ffice of Education, .££• ill•, p. iii. 
9Ibid., p. 15. 
-
lOibid. 1 
-
p. 
'· lltbid., P• 6. 
-l2 iv. Ibid., p. 
-
8 
The latest surve,- made 1n 1957-1958 showed an enrollment or 
689,$60 exceptional children. The mentally retarded composed the second 
largest group with an enrollment or 22.3,447 in 31600 public school divi-
sions.13 This survey stressed the outstanding growth in the field ot 
special education which had te.ken place during the decade of 194B-l9S8. 
There was an increase in speeial education enrollment of approximately 
S.36,000 exceptional children. This was a numerical gain greater thM 
the total nu:nber of exceptional children reported in the 1947-l9hB aur-
vey. This gain was an increase of 122 per cent which was more than 
three times that or the nation's school-age population rise. There were 
also two and a half timeo as many local school systems with special edu-
cation programs in 19S7-l9S8 as at the beginning ot the decade. There 
were on1y 11459 classes for exceptional children in 194'/•1948 as can-
pared to .3,6Ll in 1957 ... 19$8. As show in Table II, there were 661980 
tientally retarded pupils enrolled in 194i-l948 as compared to 2231 447 
pupils ten years later. This represented an increa5c 0£ 136,467 pupils 
lrt'lich was an increase or 157 per cent.14 
The survey in 1957-1958 included, tor the first time, a study or 
the munber or mentally retarded children in pre-school classes. The re-
port shOl."ed 66 1n nursers programs, 787 1n kindergarten programs, and 
13unitod States Department of Health, Education, arrl Welfare, Office 
of Education, Biennial Survey ~ Education ,!!! ~ United States--1956-58, 
Cha~ter zi Statistics ~ Special Education f5?! Exceptional Children !ri["" 
Youth, 1957·.fil! {Washingtont Government Printing Office, 1963), p. 3. 
~id., p. '· 
l947-h8 
19$2-53 
1951-SB 
TABLE II 
NUMBER o~~ MENTALLY RETAP.DED CHILDREN ON A NATIONAL 
LEVEL AND PERCEN'rAOE ON THE ELEMENTARY LEVEL, 
SECONDARY LEVEL, AND ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE HECEIVING 
ADJUSTIVE SERVICES: 1947-1956. 
Mentally 
Retarded 
Pupils 
86,980 
113,S6S 
223,447 
Elementar,-
Level 
l 
... 
Seconda17 
Level 
14.4 
25.3 
l 
-
9 
Estimated 
Percent 
Receiving 
Adjustive 
Services 
11 
18 
25 
Souroe: Biennial Sll?'!.!'z 0£ Education in the United States !or the years 
in1.U:Ca·t;ed:- - - -
\.his breakdown was not available for the year 1957-1958. 
10 
143 in a nursery-kindergarten combination.1$ 
Althcugh forty-eight states and the District of Columbia reported 
having some adjustive services for the exceptional children,16 it was 
estimated that only one out of four children who needed these services 
were receiving them in 1957-1958. The editors concluded that, ttThe 
findings suggest that there is increasingly widespread public aoceptance-
perhaps even demand-for the program."17 
II. GROWl'H OF PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSF.s FOR THE MENTALLY 
RETARDED IN VIRGINIA 
A special education program f 'Jr 6.ltceptiGnal. children was begun in 
Virginia in 1938, made possible by the General Assembly appropriating 
~50,,000 for each year of the 19.38·1940 biennium. Also personrael was em-
ployi9d b;r the State Department of Education to supervise this new pro-
gram. At this time, Virginia uas one of a few states having personnel 
in their state education departments specifically assigned to a special 
education program for exceptional children. 
Because or strong national and local movements by parents ot the 
mentally retarded, physically handicapped anl cerebral palsied children,, 
the Department of Health: Mental Hygiene and Hospitals and the Depart-
ment ot Education began in the lata t'orties to cooperate in studying the 
lS Ibid., P• 10. 
-16 Ibid., P• 4. 
-
l7Ibid. 1 P• 18. 
-
11 
needs ot these children. In 1952, the General AssC?!lbly created a legis-
lative commission to study the educational need.8 of this group. As a 
result of these studies, the 19$4 General Assembly passed laws giving 
the State Board powers and responsibilities for the special educational 
program.18 Thia Assembly provided for state funds to be used in aiding 
the local school divisions to employ teachers for these special classes 
for the handicapped.19 
The 1956 General Assembly continued the policy of giving state 
tun.do to devel.Qp a special education program throughout the state by 
providing state reimbursement up to 50 per cent of the co:;t !or trans-
porting pupils who "because of physical. incapacity or mental retarda-
20 tion ••• are unable to use existing school transportation facilities." 
In addition, the Assemb)S extended the state's services to the special 
education program to include .financial aid for psychological evaluations 
or mentally retarded children and for the employment of attendants in 
special classes ior the severely retarded and the physically handicapped. 
The State Department ot ~-:ducation received for the 1959-1961 biennium. 
appropriations sufficient to initiate these additional services on a 
21 
modest scale. 
18 Virginia 3tate Department of Education, .2.£• ~., P• 9. 
19 Code of Virfuiniai Title 201 "Education" (Charlottesville: The 
Michie compan:y;-Law bi!ahera, l~O), P• L. 
20 Ibid., P• 4, 106. 
-
2lvirginia State Department of Eduoa.tion,, .21?.• .21!•• PP• 91 10. 
12 
The continuing interest which the General Assembly had in the 
special education program and its advancement was evidenced h1' the 1964 
legislation which increased the number of members on thE! Overall Advisol'1' 
Council on Needs ot Handicapped Children from twelve to fourteen members. 
It was the duty or this Council to study the problems of the handicapped 
22 
and submit reports and recom.'f!lendations to the Governor. 
A study 0£ the Annual Reports of the Stat.e Special. Education Ser-
vices for the five :f9&r period tr<n l9.S9-1964 showed an increase of su 
cities and twelve counties. This gave a total or twenty-three cities 
and thirty-five counties participating in special education for the 
mentally retarded. The total number or :retarded P'llPils enrolled in 
1963-1964 was $,712 representil-ig an increase of 21178 during the five 
year period. Thase pupils were ·iaught in 324 educable classes and 72 
trai.~able clas3e3. These figures repl'\lsented an increase of 147 edu-
cable clt:\sses and 27 trainable classes. The amount of state reimburse-
ment increased $183, 749.16 during this salJle period with local expendi-
tures, including state reimbursement, increasing $9901 901.22. Table ID 
depicts the growth of the special education program in the area of men-
tal retardation for the five year period from 19~9-1964.23 
The school session of 1963-1964 wns the twenty-sixth year of 
22
code .2f Virginia.: Title _gQ, ~· ~·, Supplement, 1964, PP• ;, 6. 
23virg1nia State Boan! of Education, Annual ~ort 2.f. ~ Super-
intendent of Public Instruction (Richmonds State Boa of 1ducation1 
1960-1961i);-PP• JJ-.371 and supplemented by unpublished data frmn the 
State Office of Special Education Services. 
I 
TABLE llI 
GROWTH OF SPECIAL EDUCATION Fat MIDiTALIX RETARDED 
C'.dILDRE..~ IN VIRGINIA: 1959-1964 
Pupils Pupils Assistants 
Total. in in in State 
Year Cities Counties Pupils Educable Trainable Trainable Reimbursement 
Classes Cl.asses Classes 
1959-60 17 2) 3,534 177 4S 16 $304,64o.6S 
1960-61 19 26 b,,203 20.3 49 2.S l 
-
1961-62 19 29 4,,497 262 52 21 $396,876.99 
1962-63 2h S,4o4 61 2 $444,448.26 32 292 
-
l.963-6b 2.3 35 ;.,712 324 72 2 $488,.389.81 
-
1nata not available for the year 1960-1961. 
2 Data not available for the years 1962-1964. 
Local 
Expenditures 
Including State 
Reimbursement 
981,L47.83 
1 
;n,439,770.26 
$1,626,623.53 
$1,,972,,349.05 
~ 
14 
special education for the handicapped in Virginia and the tenth year 
since the General. Assembly gave the State Board of F.ducation specific 
responsibilities for expanding such a program. This ten yoar period 
experienced outstanding growth from a meager 15 classes in 19.53-19.54 
session to 396 special education classes in 1963-1964. In spite or the 
noteW'orthy increase as cited here and in Table III, this program has 
experienced only moderate growth. The number of retarded children enrolled 
in special classes, therefore, fell far short of the estimated number ot 
children who could benefit from special education. For this school ses-
aion only approximately 2.3 per cent of the mentally retarded children 
were receiving instruction in special education classes. This relative-
ly slow growth of the special education program was the reault or the 
short.age of trained teachers i.~ this field and the shortage or state 
funds available for reimbursement to the local school divisions. Dur-
ing the school year 1963-19641 each local school division spent ~2.65 
£or each dollar allotted them from state i'unds.24 
Many- school divisions attempted to improve their instruction tar 
the retarded as evidenced b71 
1. The employment of directors or supel'Vi.sors of special. education 
in twelve di:fiaions; 
2. The increase in the number of requests for consultative services; 
.). The increase in the number of requests for scholarships for 
teachers in the field of special education; 
4. The in~rease in tha nlM~ber of in-service education conferences 
on the local level; and 
$. The increase in attempt to expand the progra."] from the prirr.ary 
level through the senior high school leve1.25 
2~1d., PP• 1-3. 
2$ r! Ibid., PP• )-;7• 
-
L __ 
1$ 
III. TRENDS FOR FUTUH.E GROW.CH 
The school divisions are constantly striving to improve their 
.f'aoilities and instruction for the mentally retarded pupils. If these 
pupils are to become law-abiding, self'-suataining citizens ot our so-
ciety, the school systems must place more a-nphasis on post-school faci-
lities and opportunities. To meet this challenge there has been en in-
orease in sheltered workshops or vocational centers ro.- the trsinable 
mentaJ.17 retarded. More educable mentally retarded are being referred 
by the schools to vocational rehabilitation centers for tenninal. training. 
A marked improvement ia needed in coordinating school and community 
26 1·esponsibili tics for job placement of the educable mentally retarded. 
26Virginia Sta"t.e Boa:rd of Education, Trends in CUrriculum Devel-
o;;.gent for the Hentallt: Retarded (Richmond& State Board or Education, 
be ob"er;l9m, p. 4. 
CHAPrER III 
THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED 
IN HENRICO COUNTY 
I. GROWTH OF SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES IN HENRICO COUNTY 
The growth of special education in Henrico County began primari~ 
as a program tor the mentally retarded and paralleled the growth of 
special education 1n Virginia. Although the program was initiated in 
1956, it began to show noticeable pn>gresa during the past three or f'our 
years. There was a total of sixty-five mentally retarded pupils enrolled 
in .tive special classes tor the school session 19,9-1960. Six years 
later there were 206 pupils enrolled in seventeen special education 
classes. This represented three times as many classes tor the 1964-196$ 
session as 1n 1959-1960 and a little more than three times the number of 
pupils who received these adjustive services.1 These figures included 
one class (enrollment of' five) which was begun in 1963-1964 for the emo-
tionall.1' disturbed children and two classes for the perceptually im-
paired or brain damaged children which were begun tor the school session 
l96L.·196S. There were seventeen brain damaged children enrolled in these 
two classes. The mentally retarded classes were grouped into four sec-
tions& 
(1) Trainable mentally retarded With three classes and thirty-
1unpublished data £rom Mr. Roderick J. Britton, Director o:t Re· 
search, March, 1965. 
L ___ _ 
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four pupils J 
(2) Educable elementary retarded with seven classes and ninet7-
two pupil&J 
(3) Educable junior high with three classes and .f'ort7-three 
pupUst and 
(4) Educable senior high with one class and sixteen pupils. 
Henrico Count7 has continued improving and increasing its special 
education program as shown by its plans for the school year 1965-1966. 
Seven more special education classes were planned, three of which were 
designed for the emotionally disturbed. The other four were designed 
for the educable mentally retarded ard were divided in the following 
manners (1) two on the elementary level, (2) one on the junior high 
2 
level, ond (J) one on the senior high level. 
A relatively new and ever expanding program such as this called 
for competent and dedicated supervision. Mr. Owen Baird, elem.ental"Y' 
supervisor, eerved as director or the special education program in addi-
tion to bis regular duties until the echool sesaion 1962-1963. At that 
time Mr. John Gallien was appointed full-time Supervisor or Special 
Education £or Henrico Count7. This was indeed a step forward tor the 
program since only twelve Virginia school divisions had employed Special 
Education Supervisors as of 1963-1964 {as was previously mentioned on 
page 14). Mr. Gallien served in this capacity tor tlD years, and then 
was granted a leave or absence to continue study toward his doctorate 
2Interviewwith Mr. Malcolm P. McConnell, Visiting Teacher and 
Acting Supervisor of Special Education, April 22, 1965. 
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TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF HENRICO COUNTY ELEMENTARY SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CLASSES, NUMBER OF STUDENTS, AND NUMBER OF TEACHERSs 195'9•196.$ 
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Schools 19.$9-60 1960-61 1961-62 1962-6) 196.3-64 1964-6.$ 
Highland Springs 14 11 16 16 14 14 
Lakeside 17 l) 13 l3 10 ll 
Ridge 9 10 is 9 12 16 
Glen Lea 7 
Maybeur.r 12 12 9 **9 
Maude Trevvett 10 
Baker 9 
Dumbarton 12 12 lJ 
Seven Pines 12 
Chamberlayne ll *2S (3 claases) 
Glen Echo 12 **13 
La bum um 9 
Varina 12 10 
Central Oanlena 12 
Virginia RMdolpk lS ***lS 
Total Students 40 Ll 66 83 ll6 JJ8 
Total Teachers 3 4 s 1 10 12 
* There were two classes for the brain damaged and one for the train-
able mentally retarded group at Chamberlayne Elementary. 
** The classes at Maybeur;y and Glen F,cho were tor the trainable group. 
*«-* This class was !or the colored educable mentally retarded pupils. 
As the result of transportat:1.on problems, it was often necessary 
to relocate classes from time to time. 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF HENRICO COUNTY JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES 1 NUMBER OF STUDENTS 1 AND NU1-IDE.R OF 
TEACHERS: 19$9-196.$ 
19 
Schools 19,9-60 196o-61 1961-62 1962-6.3 196.3-64 1964-6.S 
Fairfield Jr. Jj lS 16 13 10 17 
Tuckahoe Jr. 12 ll 12 12 18(2) 14 
Brookland Jr. 16 14 1$ 9 *22(2) 
Henrico High ll JS 
Total Students 2s 42 42 40 48 68 
Total Teachers 2 3 3 l s s 
* One of the classes at Brookland Junior High was !or the 
emotionally disturbed. 
2.0 
in Special Education at the University of Virginia. 
For the school tenn or 1964-19651 Mr. Malcolm McConnell., Visiting 
Teacher, and Mr. Cashell Donahoe, Assistant Superintendent in Charge of 
Instruction, served as directors of this program.3 
II. TEACHER REQUIREMENTS AND TEACHER PREPARATION 
"ONE EMPLOYS THE CURRICULUM WHE.t'l HE HIRES THE TEACHER"4 vividl1 
tells the importance or having competent teachers in all classrooms. 
This is especially true for the teacher of the mentally retarded since 
there is so little use of textbooks in m&n7 aituationa. 
The teacher selected for the organization and education of the 
mentally retarded should be thoroughly trained in the education of 
the mentally handicapped. Regular elementary school teachers with-
out special training tend to pattern~the special class after the 
curriculum of the elementa17 grades.;J 
In addition to proper training, a teacher of mentally retarded. children 
must possess certain personal. characteristics. Good physical and mental 
health are essential. She must have the ability to see the children in 
pxoper perspective, should not become emotionally involved in the prob-
lems of the pupils, and should try at all times to be objective and im-
personal in her reactions to the pupils. The children need to be aware 
of their teacher's personal interest in their wel.t'are. The teacher 
)Ibid. 
-
4virgin:ia State Department of F.ducation, !£• ill•, P• 8. 
s Samuel A. Kirk am G. Orville Johnson, Educating the Retarded 
Child (Canbridge, Massa.ohusettsi The Riverside Press, 19s'i}, p. 127. 
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should be creative, energetic, and resourceful. 6 
For the school session 1964·196S, the county employed a total ot 
seventeen teachers and three attendants in its special education program) 
all. but one were teaching the mentally retarded. These teachers• sal-
aries were not subsidized by the state, but a portion of their regular 
salar,- was reimbursed to the county. The reimbursement was on the basis 
or one half of the teacher's salary w-dth a. maxinnun ot $11 600 annually. 
Reimbursement tor salaries of attendants of the trainable classes was 
on the basis of one half of an annual salary with a maxim.um Of ${300 per 
attendant. The state reimbursed Henrico County for l96h-196S a total of 
t'l.1600 for two of the three attendants, while the count71s total expendi-
tures for attendants' salaries &.'llounted to $41 600. The total teachers• 
salaries amounted tG reJ,200 td th a state reimbursement of only $16,ooo. 
This amount was allotted for ten teachers at a rate cf ~J.,600 per teach-
er. 1 The state did not require the speeial education teachers to be 
certified 1n this area before reimbursement was madeJ however,, it was 
anticipated that by 1968 reir.Wursement would be given only for certified 
teachers. 8 
Two teachers holding a Master's degree in special education were 
employed by the county for the 1963-1964 school year. One lert the 
county the following year,, however, to work in a clinical setting with 
6 Virginia State Department ct Education, .!E.• ill• 1 P• 26. 
7Interview with Mr. Kuhn l3arnett1 State Director of Elementar,r 
and Special Eduoation, April 91 l96S. 
~cConnell, !?.£• ~· 
L 
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the mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed. All of the teachers 
employed in the special education program for 1964-l96S held collegiate 
professional certificates, but only- three of the seventeen were certified 
in the area of special education. (See Appendix, page 78 1 for required 
courses for certification.) The other teachers were working toward cer-
ti.tication in this area. 
An effort was constantly- being made to help the teachers increase 
their knowledge or the specia.1 education program and or the children in-
volved. When the oount7 employed a f\lll-time supervisor, monthly' in-
service training meetings were held. Similar meetings have been planned 
for the 196$-1966 school term. These meetings will consist of courses 
for universit7 credit and/or a revision of the report cards and develop.. 
m.ent or a county curriculum guide ror special education. A pre-school 
conference for special education has been planned by the state for the 
fall o£ 1965 and Henrico County personnel will participate. 9 
Henrico County was not alone in its lack of certified teachers. 
The President's Committee on Mental Retardation estimated that in 1964 
10 
the nation needed 5$1000 teachers for the mentally retarded. The 1963-
1964 Annual Report; of Special Education Services in Virginia stated: 
The shortage of trained teachers in the field o! Speclal F.ducation 
continues to hinder the development of programs for exceptional 
childrenJ however, the cooperation of college personnel• local 
1
°'1nited States President's Committee on Mental Retardation, .22• 
cit., P• 7. 
-
school oft1cials1 parent groups and civic orga~izations is helping 
partially to overcome this obstacle.ll 
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In an attempt to determine what was being done in Virginia to 
eliminate the shortage ot trained teachers in the tield ot special. edu-
cation and speci.f'icall.y in the area or mental retardation, a survey was 
made of the 33 .tour-year colleges and universities in the state. With a 
return of 100 per cent, the questiennaires showed that only ten of the 
colleges and universities offered one or more courses for the prepara-
tion of teachers in the field or special education. Three or these ten 
offered only one course which could be considered dealing specifically 
with special educationJ two offered a number of courses which could be 
ta.ken to meet certification requirementSJ three offered degrees in 
special eduoationJ and two were in the process of beginning programs 
Which would result in their being able to award degrees in this area. 
Speech courses were not included in this survey. 
The College of William and Mary- did ngt givei degrees in speci~l 
educationJ however, graduate and undergraduate courses in this field 
were offered. "Two courses are offered each summer and are rotated so 
that 1n the course or several contiguous summers a student can meet the 
degree requirements for special education of the mentally retarded. 11 
Extension courses 1n this area were also offered by the College o! Wil-
limn and Mal'J' with thirty undergraduates enrolled. 
llyirginia State Board of Education, Annual Report of Superinten-
dent or Instruction, 1963-1964, P• 22. --___ ......., ___ _ 
2h 
One undergraduate course, "The Exceptional Child," waa offered b;r 
Es.stem Me?Ulonite College with fifteen students enrolled during the 1964-
196$ session. The questionnaire reported that they "ma:r expand with a 
.tew other courses. n 
Madison College offered courses on the graduate level in this 
area, two of which dealt specifically with the mental.11 retarded. A 
.Bachelor o! Science degree with a concentration in special education was 
te be offered for the first time in the 1965 summer session am the 1965-
1966 ;regular session. 
Undergraduate courses in speciaJ. education were offered by Nor-
felk Division of Virginia State College, three of which dealt with the 
exceptional child and one specifically with the mentally retarded. 
Fourteon students were enrolled in these courses. 
A Bachelor's degree 1n this !ield was offered by Old Dominion 
College and there were forty to fifty students enrolled. Teachers at-
tending summer sessions and evening college composed the majority ot this 
number. Four of the courses offered dealt strictly with the mentally-
retarded. Since 1961 Old Dominion has ottered durif€ the sunurl'r session 
the required courses leading to certification 1n the field of mental re-
tardation. Approxir.tately four teachers were world.ng ror the Mauter' a 
degree in Elementar;y Education and at the same time taking courses con-
ceming the mentally' retarded. The college was awaiting approval to 
grant the Master's in Education of tho Exceptional Child. 
Richmond Professional Institute•s Evening School offered eight 
courses on the graduate and undergraduate levels. Three of these dealt 
2s 
directly with the mentaJ.l:y retarded. Thsre were approximately fi!teen 
students enrolled in the undergraduate program and twenty-five in the 
graduate program during the 1964-1965 session. 
Within the next two years a program both at the undergraduate 
and master's level will be instituted. At the undergraduate level 
the program will consist of twelve to fifteen hours as part of 
Elementary Education. At the graduate level there will be a 
Master's degree in Education with concentration on special educa-
tion for (l) mentally retarded, (2) emotionally maladjusted, and 
(3) speech therapy. 
The course, "The Exceptional Child," was offered by the Univffrsity 
o! Richmond. 
Doctor's, Master's and Bachelor's degrees were offered by the 
Universit;r of Virginia. There were eight, sixteen and sixty-eight stu-
dents, re.spectivel;r, enrolled in these programs for the session ot 1964-
1965. Five of the courses offered in the field of special education 
dealt solely with the mentally retarded. The University of Virginia 
also offered special education courses in extension programs at the Uni-
versity of Virginia extension centers and the University o! Virginia 
School of General Studies. 
Virginia State Col1ege offered a Bachelor's and Master's degree 
in special educntion. During the 1964-1965 session three students ti'ere 
enrolled in the graduate program and twenty-six in the undergraduate pro-
gram. Three or the courses dealt specifically with the mentally retarded. 
Virginia State College also offered extension courses at Maggie Walker 
High Schoel, Richmond, Virginia. 
"Psychology- of Exceptional Children and Youth" was effered b7 
Virginia Union University. 
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TAe existing programs plus those planned :for the immediate future 
indicated that the need £er preparing teachers in the field 0£ special 
education was being realized and met to a greater degree now than in the 
past. Approximately 272 students were enrolled in the graduate and 
undergraduate programs of special education including eight on the doc-
toral level. 
There were numerous teaching scholarships available to these who 
wished to become certified £or special education. The State et Virginia 
did net otter &rl)" scholarships specifically to teachers or the hanli· 
cappedJ however, a general teacher's scholarship was offered. The 
state alletted a certain number of scholarships to the various cities 
and counties and the local divisions in tum awarded them to the indivi· 
dual students. This scholarship gave $3$0 for a school 1ear, $117 per 
quarter, er ~;20 per semester hour for summer students. The amount et 
$)50 plus 3 per cent interest was canceled each year that the recipient 
taught. These scholarships were usually limited to second, third, and 
fourth year students.12 Taese state scholarships greatly aided the 
special education program as shown by the fact that sixty state scholar-
ships were awarded to teachers during the swnmer of 196.3 in order that 
they might become certified for teaching the mentally retarded.13 
Teachers could also receive aid from the National Defense Student 
Loan Fund provided by the National Defense Education Act. This scholar-
12 
Barnett, 2.£• ~· 
l3V1rginia State Board of Education, Annual Report of Superinten-
dent of Instruction1 1962-196.31 P• 36. - -
-------
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ship offered $11000 ror twelve months or stu~ up to a maximum. of $S,OOO 
tor f'ive years. There was no interest charged \Ultil one year after the 
reoipient graduated. A period oi ten years was given to repay the loan, 
with 10 pex- cent of the loan being canceled by one year of teaching up 
to a maximum. of five years. Therefore, as much as 50 per cent of the 
loan could be repaid by the recipient's teaching school.14 
The federal governnent offered aid to students who wiehed to pre-
pare themselves tor teaching special education. Under the provisior.s of 
Public Law 8S-926, as amended by Section 301 ot the Public Law 88-164, 
the federal government authorized the Commissioner of Education to issue 
grants to public or nonprofit institutions of higher learning and to 
state educational agencies, for the purpose or preparing personnel in 
the Gd.ucation or handicapped children. The Amended Law 88-164 substitu-
ted the words 11handicapped children" for "mentally retarded children. n 
This law in its amended fo:nn eliminated the limit of ~1.,0001000.00 to be 
spent in a fiscal yetn: for the purpose ot preparing personnel in the 
education of handicapped children. Congress authorized $111$00,00o.oo 
tor the fiscal year ending June 30, l964J $141 500,000.00 for the fiscal 
year ending June JO, l96SJ and ~91$001000.00 .for the .fiscal year ending 
June 301 1966.1$ 
The purpose or this grant program provided tor by Public Law 
llBulletin, Madison College, Vol. X.Xll1 No. 4 (April, 1964), PP• 
202-203. 
1
'united States~ Annotated, Title 201 11Education1 11 Cumulative 
Annual Pocket Part (Brooklyn a Edward Thompson Co. 1 l96h), P• Sl 
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80-164 was to encourage the training of the following competent person-
nel: 
1. Teachers of handicapped children 
2. Instructors in college and university programs tor the prepara-
tion of teachers of handicapped children 
). Supervisors of teachers of handicapped children 
4. Speech correotionists 
5. Research workers in the education of handicapped children 
6. other specialists providioo special services in the education 
of handicapped children.lo -
There were five types of grants provided for by this program. 
First was the traineeship. Traineeship grants were for full-time senior 
year undergraduate study. An individual could be awarded only one 
traineeship under this prograa, and he received a stipend of $1,600. 
The second type of grant was the fellowship which was for tull• 
tiJ:ne graduate study. Each fellowship was awarded for one academic year. 
However, an individual could receive a total or tour fellowships under 
this program. Two thousand dollars were given for the first graduate 
year of study, $21 400 tor the second, $21800 for the tnird, and ~2,800 
for the fourth year. Also, the recipient received ~hOO for each de-
pendent excluding himself. 
The short-term traineeship was the third type of grant. One 
example of this type of grant was the full-time summer session trainee-
ship for undergraduate or graduate full-time study during a summer ses-
aion.17 Thirty-eight of these traineeships were awarded for the 1964-
i 6u. s. Department of Health, Education, ard Welfare, The Grant 
Program !2:£. the~aration S!f. Professional Personnel~~ td.Ucation 2£ HandicapPea- ren. 
17Ibid. 
-
I 
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1965 summer aession to students in Virginia who wished to prepare them-
selves for working with the mentally retarded.16 The other example was 
the traineeship tor participation 1n a special study institute or handi-
capped children. Under this type ot grant each recipient received a 
stipend of $15 a day with a maximum ot ~7S a week. 
The fourth type of federal grant under Public Law 88-164 went to 
the institutions to help support the cost ot these programs. The parti• 
oipating institution was given $2,000 per traineeship, t2,5oo per fellow-
ship, $75 a week under the tull-time summer session and also program sup.. 
port for the Special. Stud7 Institutes. 
Stimulation grants were the firth type, and were awarded to the 
participating institutions for development or expanding programs in the 
area of the handicapped. These grants were tor a one-year period and 
did not exceed $20,000. An institution could not receive more than two 
stimulation grants for the improvement of one area of the handicapped.19 
llI. TRANSPORTATION 
All mentally retarded pupils in Henrico County's special educa-
tion program were transported at public expense. For those unable to 
make the adjustment to the regular scheduled bus the county school buses 
made an additional trip to transport them. Four special bueea were used 
18 
Barnett, El?• ~· 
l9u. s. Dept. of Health, &iucation, and Welfare, The Grant Pro-
- -gram. • • , .2£• ~· 
I_ 
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to transport the severely mentally retarded pupils. State reimburse-
ment was made tor these trainable pupils on a matching basis but did not 
exceed tl50 per child annually.21 
IV. CURRICULUM &'ID FACILITIES 
The teacher or a special class for the mentally retarded should 
be given freedom 1n organizing the curriculum according to the needs, 
interests and abilities of her pupils. Each teacher needs a. planned 
program, but it often differs from the programs set up by other special 
eduoation teachers. 
Du.ring the session 1964-1965 Henrico County had no printed curri-
culum guide for the mentally retarded. The Virginia State Board of Edu-
cation was in the process of printing a curriculum guide and until this 
22 guide was published the county was using the Illinois curriculum guide. 
Two of the state regulations coneerning facilities for exception-
al children found in the School .!2.!!'! ~ Management stated: 
(l) Mental.J.y :retarded boys and girls are much like normal children 
in their physical. development, and classes for these children 
should be located in the building where there are grades that 
serve children or the same age group. 
(2) Menta.117 retarded children should have privileges of recess, 
assemblies, work in art, music, library facilities, physical 
education, excursions 1 and visual aids that are provided for 
other children. w'hen participating in these activities the 
20
McConnell1 .21?.• ~· 
~rnett, .21?• ~· 
22i1ceonnen, ~· ~· 
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children should be with their own age group.23 
Henrico Count1 complied with these reguhtions in regard to the location 
of classes and to the activities offered. The retarded children were 
integrated with others of their age group whenever feasible. 
Curriculum and Facilities £2!: Trainable Mentally Retarded 
The trainable mentally retarded classes coneisted of children 
with I.Q. scores of 30-50 and/or mental ages of four years. They had to 
be eight years old by October l of the year they were placed in special 
education. 24 The enrollment of these classes did not exceed twelve and 
an attendant or assistant was needed for this number. The attendant was 
not required to hold a teacher's certificate since she worked directly 
under the supervision of the teacher. It was not part of her function 
to assume responsibilities of a janitorial nature. 25 
The ourrlculum objectives or the trainable classes were self-care 
and social adjustment for living in a protective environment. To imple-
ment the desired program the following were neededt (l) ample space tor 
physical activities, (2) cots for rest period, (3) equipment for home-
making activities, and (4) a toilet and lavatory adjacent to the roan. 
The lavatoxy f'acUities were most important since the development of 
good health habits and good grooming was a vital phase or their train-
23
virginia State Board of Education, School !.!!!! ~ Management, 
Section 22171 P• 166. 
24iienrico County, "Statement of Special Education Policy,n Aprl.11 1965 (Mimeographed). 
25virg1nia State Department of Education, .21?• ~·• P• 28. 
32 
ing.26 When the trainable retarded children reached the ages of sixteen 
or seventeen, the school cooperated w:tth the Virginia Rehabilitation Ser-
vice in screening them for possibilities of a future training program 
consisting possibly ot jobs in sheltered workshops sponsored b7 the Good· 
will Industries. Henrico County planned to include more or this work 
with tho Rehabilitation Service in its future program. 27 
In addition to the personal. gains of the pupils, three main ser-
vices had been gained from entering children in a trainable class. 
First, it had aided in their acceptance by the other children and the 
comnunity. Second, it had offered llUlch needed information and guidance 
to the parents. Third, it had served as a screening device for future 
placement of children, whether it be into an educable olaas,, an in-
28 
stitution, or a sheltered workshop 1n the case or older pupils. 
Curriculum ~ Facilities ~ Fducable Mentallz Retarded 
The educable classes were composed of children with I.Q. scores 
of S0-7S and who were seven b7 Octobar l 0£ the year they were placed in 
special education.29 They possessed one-half to three-fourths the in-
tellactuaJ. capacity ot the "average child" and the upper group may at 
maturit7 achieve fifth grade level in reading. The class enrollment 
tor the educable retarded could not exceed sixteen if state reimbursement 
26rbid.., PP• 26-28. 
-27 McConnell, .El?• ill• 
28 Lecture by Y~s. Valney, -2£• ill• 
29Henrico County Policy Statement,, .21?.• ill• 
.)J 
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was to be received. Henrico Cou.nt:r had only one class which exceeded 
this number; the enrollment of that class was seventeen.31 
The program suggested by the State Department of Education in 
1962 for the educable classes was structured in the following manners 
(l) Pre-academic or pr:lmary classes • Chronological Age 6 or 7 
9 or 10 
Readiness stage tor learning. 
(2) Intermediate • C.A. 10-14 
Reading, writing, practical math and units which 
emphasize problems of every day living. 
(3) Jr. High or Advancod Intennediate - C.A. 14-16 
Training in Citizenship and world ot w;> rlc. 
(b) Secondary • C.A. 16-18 
Training in citizenship and knowledge ot reading, 
writing and ma.th correlated with job training and 
job experience.32 
In a more recent pamphlet, published b1 the State Board of Educa-
tion in 1963, it was stated that the trend in structuring the curriculWll 
for the educable retarded was1 
(1) Primacy • C.A. 7-10 Mental Age 3·8 
Social and motor skills pluo academic readinese 
(2) Intermediate • C.A. ll-13 M.A. S-10 
Basic academic skills, on level of ability, plus 
homemaking and prevocational readiness 
(.3) Advanced • C.A. 14-19 M.A. 7-12 (Junior ard Senior High} 
Prevocational with classroom instruction supplementing 
needs or on-the-job training.3.3 
30,,irginia State Department ot Education, .2f • ~· 1 PP• 21-2$ • 
3lBritton, .21?.• ~· 
32virginia State Department of Education, .21?• ~· 1 PP• 22-23 • 
.33virginia State Board ot Education, Trezxis in Curriculur.i ••• , 
~· ~., p. 3. -
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Ther.e were some differences in the chronological age and mental age of 
the various di visions as structured by these two plans, but the cu?Ti-
culwn objectives were very similar. Details of curriculum planning for 
these divisions of the special education program were given b;y Kirk and 
Johnson in Educating~ Retaided Child.3h 
Henrico County stzuctured its special education program similar 
to the above examples with advancement from one division to another de-
pending on chronological age and achievement in relation to ability. 
The basic skills were introduced on the primary level and expanded at 
the intennediate stage. History- and geography were introduced on the 
junior and senior high school level. Stress was placed on training the 
pupils to be independent; they were taught to write letters, fiJ.l in 
applications and other forms, and many other activities which prepared 
them for every day living in the comnaurl.ty. Pupils may remain in the 
senior high program until the ago of twenty- at which time the School 
Boa:r:d must approve the county• s payment of the tuition or the parents 
bear the expense. This action is necessary because the state aid based 
on average daily attendance ia dropped when the pupils reach the age of 
twenty. During their final year of schooling some of the pupils are 
referred to the Vocational Rehabilitation Service for further training.JS 
Some people have felt that in a school system providing a twelve 
year program for the educable retarded pupils some type of recognition 
34Kirk and Johnson, Pl?• ~· 
3~connell, $?• ~· 
should have been given to those who completed the program. 
When high school age youth satisfy the requirements ot a 
prescribed Special Education program.. they should receive a 
certificate in recognition of their achievement and atten-
dance. Because of their perseverance and attainments .. these 
children merit the same privilege of receiving a certificate 
during the graduation exercises as the graduate with the regu-
lar diploma. 
In addition to the intrinsic values for the youth concerned, 
the certificate awarded gives emphasis to the child's desire to 
remain in school to the completion of the prescribed course. It 
al.so indicates to the prospective employer the fact that the 
child who has been awarded the certificate has certain character-
istics which merit consideration as a potential employee.36 
Henrico County began its special education program on the elementa.17 
level but a class on the secondary level was begun tor the school year 
1963-1961'. A policy ot awarding certificates to the educable mental.17 
retarded children who complete the twelve years of schooling provided tor 
them hAd not been established as of the 1964-196$ session. It was Mr. 
McConnell' a ballet that such a policy would be adopted in the future .t but 
such a certificate would probably not be awarded at the :regular graduation 
exercises. 
The teachers of the educable mentally retarded were encouraged to 
supplement their curriculum by entering the pupils into activities with 
other school children of their age. 1'his was done especially in music 
and physical. education classes. Through play and recreation the men-
tally :retarded had experienced success, enjoyment .. and a sense of acoom-
plishment. On the junior and senior high level.t the mentall1 retarded 
children also joined 1n such activities as art, wood-working.t typing, 
36virgin1a State Department of Education .. .2.2• E.!!•i p. 23. 
36 
and band. 
The pupils in the Lakeside special education class were in charge 
of a "school post office" which was located just outside their roan. 
They delivered the mail which. was brought there by the other pupils in 
the school. Mail was especially heavy at such times as Christmas, Val-
entine's Day, and Ea.ster.37 Another example or this interactivit7 among 
the pupils was the retarded pupils going on exours ions with children of 
their age group. This was done during the school year 1963-1964 when the 
older children in the special education class at Dumbarton went to Wil-
liamsburg, Virginia, with the fourth grade students. These activities 
supplemented the special education curriculum.36 
Trends!,!! CUrriculum Development 
The State Board of Education had given the .following trends in 
curriculum development for the mentally retarded based on nationwide 
studies and current literature in the area of mental retardation. 
(A) Curriculum based on objectives menta.ti,- retarded children 
can reasonably be expected to meet in so far as current findings 
may indicate 
(B) Curriculum which emphasizes the practical and realistic 
approach toward preparation for living in the present and in the 
future on the basis of individual needs and mental potential 
(C) Concrete instruction which emphasizes the development of 
concepts through the media ota 
37 McConnell, .21?• ill• 
38Miss Louise Johns, Teacher at Memorial Guidance Clinic and 
tormerly the Special Education Teacher at Dumbarton ElementB.l'J' School. 
1. The five senses 
2. Illustrations 
3. Demonstrations 
4. The use or concrete objects which portray such concepts 
as size, color, texture, shape, amount, degree, etc. 
37 
(D) Emphasis on understanding tlle family unit, its duties, re-
sponsibilities and relationships 
(E) Emphasis on understanding various facets of cormnunity 
living.39 
Criteria !!!!. Judgipg ~ Curriculum 
In their book, Educating ~ Retarded Child, Kirk and Jobnaon 
stated the following rour well known objectives or education which may 
serve as criteria for judging the curriculum of an educational. program: 
1. The objectives of self-realization 
2. The objectives of human relationship 
3. The objectives of economic etficienc7 40 
4. The objectives of civic responsibilit7 
The Henrico County School Board stated in its recent "Statement of Spe-
cial Education Polic711 that these were applicable to exceptional.. chil-
dren as well as all other children.UL The following questions were 
given by which a teacher of special education may judge her curriculum 
and the claasr001ll activities used in carrying out these objectives& 
l. Does it promote health, both mental and physical? 
2. Does it prom:>te a practical application of the tool subjects? 
3. Does it promote better home membership? 
4. Does it promote better group and co:mmunit7 living? 
39virginia State Boan! of Education, 2.1?• ~., pp. 2, .3. 
40 Kirk and Johnson, !?E• ~., p. 117. 
41.Henrlco County Policy statement, .2E.• ~· 
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S. Does it promote a better use of lei8l1re time? L2 
6. Does it promote desirable llOiiting habits and attitudes? 
Materials .£2.! Implementing .!d'.!! Curriculum 
Since the mentally retarded learn best b7 using illustrations, 
demonstrations, concrete objects, and actually' doing the activities re-
peatedly, many materials are needed to implement the curriculum. Hen-
rico County's special education program grew rapidly in size during the 
past tew 1ears. The physical. facilities and instructional materials did 
not keep pace with the advancement in the number ot pupils enrolled. in 
special classes. For instance, some or the schools did not have adja-
cent toilet facilities, adequate arts and crafts material, or reading 
material epecU'ically designed for use with the retal'ded. The classes 
did nave an adequate supply of educational games, use of audio-visual 
aids, library facilities, phJsical education equipment, record players 
and homemaking centers or the like. Four of the elementa.cy classes had 
televisions which were given them and the county planned to place a tele-
vision in two of the junior high classes on an experimental basis tor the 
school year l96S-1966. Tb.e junior and senior high classes had special 
reading material which appealed to their interest and at the same time 
met til.eir reading level. All of the classes on the secondary level had 
typewriters. 
Each child enrolled was asked to pay- a $3.00 instruction fee just 
42chrietine P • Ingram, Education of ~ ~-Learning Child 
(Yonkers: World Book Company, 1935), p. '23. 
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as the children in the regular primary grades did.43 In addition, the 
county allotted each class $50 per year to purchase needed equipment. 
Thia allotment plus other purchases of materials made by the county 
amounted to approximately $21000 per year.44 Civic organizations in the 
community were most cooperative in helping the special classes acquire 
the needed materials. For instance, in the school year 1962-1963, the 
Hermitage Woman's Club donated $120.S9 to the educable class at Dumbar-
ton. A large raised map or the United States, a set of encyclopedias 
and a set of science books were purchased with this money. hS For the 
current session 1964-1965 the Hermitage Woman's Club donated $20 to the 
special education classes in the Brookland school district. lt6 
Garden clubs also wo?ked w.t th the special education classes at 
Dumbarton Elementary and Tuckahoe Junior High School teaching the pupils 
about horticulture and nower arrangement.47 
V. SCREENING PUPILS FOR ADMISSION TO SPECIAL EDUCATION 
CLASSES IN HENnICO COUNTY 
Proper screening or pupils who were to be admitted into special 
43McConnell, !!l!• ~· 
44interview with Mr. Jamee F. Ogbum, Finance Officer of Henrico 
County, April 26, 1965. 
4.5Interview with Mrs. Evelyn Mal.lory, Secretary Dumbarton Elemen-
tary School, March, 1965. 
l.i>interview with Mrs. George Lester, Chainnan of Special Projects, 
Hermitage Woman's Club, April 23 1 1965. 
47McConnell1 .2.1?• ~· 
education programs followed by placement into classes whose curricul'1m 
best suited their needs was essential to having a successful program £or 
these exceptional children. 
It is essential that only those children tor whom these classes 
are organized shall be placed in them. These classes lose their 
value when they become a "dumping groundn for the slow learner 1 
the educationally retarded or handicapped, the socially maladjusted, 
in addition to the mentally deficient or retarded. No adequate pro-
gram can be organized to meet the needs of all of these students in 
one classroom.ll8 
An adequate identification o! a child's ability included a study of the 
whole child. This study included evaluation and diagnosis by qualified 
psychological e:aminers who were able to administer a psychological 
examination to determine the level of mental ability or the child. In 
addition to a valid measurement of mental ability, the s~dy also inclu-
d.ed the following; 
(l) A medical examination for the purpose of detennining possible 
etiology and need tor medical treatment. 
(2) A social and personality study far the purpose of determining per-
sonality and social needs and possible etiological. factors in these 
areas, 
(3) An educational evaluation to determine the degree of retardation 
and possible educational disabilities, School records and teacher 
judgment. would be two sources tor this intonnation. 
(4) A developmental history obtained from interviews with the parents 
is very vital to the study. 49 
48 Kirk and Johnson, .!?£• ~.1 p. 38. 
49Ibid. 
-
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In Henrico County, a child who, for various reasons, was believed 
by- his t~aoher to be eligible tor a special education class was referred 
to the visiting teacher by the principal. The visiting teache:o in turn 
requested that the parents have the child tested indi'Vidually by a pri-
vate psychologist. It the family were financially unable to do this 1 
the County School Board employed two visiting teachers who were certi-
fied to give the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale !or 
Children. These results offered the school personnel a more adequate 
knowledge of the pupil's mental ability, but it did not attempt to give 
any psychological interpretations. After the individual testing was 
done by the visiting teacher and other pertinent data collected, the 
in.formation was presented by the visiting teacher to a special screening 
committee organized in the school year 1962-1963. This committee con-
sisted of the Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Instruction, the 
Director of Research, the Director of Instruction, Director of Special. 
Education, and visiting teachers. Recc:mnendations, based on the data 
collected, were then given by the committee. The committee recommended 
that the child remain in the regular class a:rxl be given additional help 
by the teacher, that the child be admitted to a special education class, 
that the parents seek Q\ltside professional help for the child, or that 
other action be taken. It the child, however, appeared to have other 
difficulties in addition to being mentally retarded and the parents were 
not able to atford private professional advice, he often was referred to 
the Consultation and Evaluation Clinic or the Menorial Guidance Clinic. 
The findings of the personnel or these clinics were then sent to the 
screening committee of the school system to be used in future recommenda-
tions. SO 
The Consultation and hvaJ.uation Clinic 
- -
The Consultation arxl Evaluation Clinic began in 19$5 a.a a clinic 
tor handicapped children, 'With support from the Hichmond Health Depart-
ment, Medical College of Virginia, Council 0£ Jewish Women, and the 
Association of Mentally Retarded Children. In 1957 it became a clinic 
especially for the mentally retarded with emphasis on the preschool 
child. At this time the Consultation and Evaluation Clinic 1 along with 
clinics in Arlington and Norfolk, received collectively a grant or 
$601000 per year as provided by the Research and Demonstration Project 
or Public Law 6.3S or the 84th Congress.'1 The Children's Bureau or u. s. 
Department or Health, Education and Welfare was chosen by Congress as 
the agency to head this program for retarded children. To carry out 
this new program the Comnittee on Appropriations of the House of Repre-
sentatives increased by i5,ooo,ooo the amount or the grants for maternal. 
and child health activities and. stated that, "It was the desire or the 
Committee that approximately half of the increase provided be spent on 
the very important and nuch neglected problem of mentally retarded chll-
dren. n-'2 
'°Interview with Mr. Roderick J. Britton, Director of Research, 
February, 196.5. 
Slinterview w.!.th Miss Minnie Passamaneck, Social Worker, Consul-
tation and 1valuation Clinic, March 311 1965. 
S2"Child Haalth Projects for Mentally Retarded CWJ.dren,tt A Report 
of a Workshop on Mental Retardation !or Social Workers in Maternal and 
Child Health Projects Apri1 3-11 1961 (U. s. Dept. of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, Welfare Administration, Children's Bureau, 1963J1 p. 6. 
At the Consultation ard Evaluation Clinic provisions were made 
for diagnostic evaluation as well as planning and carrying out necessary 
measures tor care and/ or follow-up services for the mentally retarded. 
No fees were charged for services offered by the clinic or for consul• 
tations conducted under its auspiceo. Children from the ages ot three 
to six conotituted the majority of patients but any under the age of 
nine at the time of initial study were accepted. Because of this age 
limit, the county• s use of the clinic' a services was restricted to those 
children who were suspected of being mentally retarded during their 
first two or three yeare of schoole The clinic o!f ered consultation ser-
vices only and its program is a long term one. Each child was tollowed-
up and studied for approximately three to four years. There were cases, 
however, when the child was seen only once and the findings turned over 
to the family physician. 
The eta.££ consisted of three secretaries, one nurse, one psycho-
logist, and one social worker. The home visits were made by a public 
health nurse. The services of other protesfSional people were provided 
by the clinic. In 196.3 Dr. Ralph Ownby was appointed director or the 
clinics in the Research and Demonstration Project. 
In the seven years of the clinic 1,300 children were seen and as 
a reeul t of the ever increasing public awareness of the clinic 1 there 
were more and more applicants seeking its services. The growth in ser-
vices offered may be demonstrated by the fact that fat.' the three month 
period of Januar,r through March fifty-two applicants were seen in con-
trast to ninety-six during the six months period prior to that. The 
waiting time was still eight months to a year. From July 11 19631 to 
June JO, 1964, twenty-two applicants tram Henrico County were accepted 
tor evaluation. This represented 12 per cent of the clinic 1 s 11ork for 
that year. 
The future plans for the Consultation and. Evaluation Clinic in-
cluded moving its quarters to St. Philips Nursing Home which was being 
renovated for this purpose and increasing the professional staff.SJ It 
was very important to increase the work or clinics of this nature because 
it was illlperative to recognize children's conditions and degrees of re-
tardation as soon as possible. The earlier their abilities were deter-
mined the sooner the school was able to plan a program £or them. 
The Memorial. Guidance Clinic 
- ---- ---- -----
The Memorial Guidance Clinic was established in 1924 to serve the 
areas of Richmond, Henrico, and North Chesterfield. This clinic was 
a'llong the original ten child guidance clinics to be .tormed in the United 
States. For the past .t'ew years Memorial Guidance Clinic received over 
SO per cent of its support from the United 01vers Fund. For the current 
year 1964-1965 the United Givers F\J.nd supplied 45 per cent of the clinic's 
financial aid. More and more or the expenses, however, must be met by 
the local institutions which use its services. 
The clinic had numerous and varied activities but dealt mostly 
with those retarded children who also possess tendencies of emotional 
disturbances. The Henrico County school system was mainly interested in 
53.Miss Passamaneok1 22• ~· 
the diagnostic work of the clinic. The psychodiagnostic evaluations 
were done on pupils known or believed to be mentally retarded by a staff 
consisting ot a psychiatrist, a psychologist, and a psychiatric social 
worker. 
After the psychodiagnostic evaluations were completed, the olinio 
gave the parents, school, or other parties involved its recommendations. 
A series of recommendations was given in case the most desirable ones 
could not be carried out. Dy giving these most desirable recommenda-
tion, even though at times it was quite evident they could not be en-
forced, the coni.inmity was educated and was given a better idea of the 
facilities tor which they needed to strive. 
The .tees for the services or.rared by the clinic were based on a 
graduated scale according to the tamily income and number of dependents. 
They ranged from 0 to $100 f'or diagnostic fee and 0 to $32 for treatment 
per week tor the entire family. A fee or $5 was charged tor the initial 
interview.54 When it was necessary for Henrico County to refer a child 
to the clinic for evaluation and the family was unable to pay !or the 
services, the county assumed the responsibility. The Henrico County 
budget allowed ~,500 to $21000 !or psychological evaluations. Fees 
for this service were reimbursed to the county by the state, the amount 
of reimbursement depending upon the availability or special education 
.t'unds.55 
54rnterview with Mr. Harry Derr, Jr., Director of Social Services, 
Memorial Guidance Clinic, March .311 1965. 
550gburn1 £1?.• ill• 
After a child. has been enrolled in a special education program, 
it is important that he be retested at regular intervals in order that 
correct placement be assured. 
46 
A pupil, called Billy for this discussion, demonstrated the ne-
cessity or a retesting program. Billy entered first grade in Henri.co 
County in 19$6-19$71 was promoted to the second where he remained tor 
two years. At the request of his parents,. he was tested and placed in 
an educable special education class. During the fourth year of this 
program he showed signs ot being superior to his classmates in all areaaJ 
his main handicap was the slow rate at which he completed his assign-
ments. Based on teacher opinion, retesting by Memorial Guidance Clinic, 
and the child's school work during a six week period 1n the fifth grade, 
Billy was placed 1n a regular fifth grade class for the next school 
tenn1 1963-1964. The adjustment to the classroom situation and work 
load was made with little difficulty and he was promoted to the sixth 
grade. According to his sixth grade teacher Billy 1s "a good student 
and is treated as a regular class member." According to the Science 
Research Associates Achievement Test scores, Dilly had a reading compre-
hension level of 6.o and a vocabulary level of 6.8. These scores indi-
cated that be was functioning adequately on grade level, although it 
must be remembered that he was enrolled in a grade 'Which was below his 
chronological. age level.S6 
s~otes from author's observation, interview with the child's 
mother, and notes from his fifth and sixth grade teachers. 
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Realizing that situations like this had happened and being aware 
of the necessity for coiTeCt placement of these children, Henrico County 
school personnel have planned to initiate a retesting program which will 
allow for the children in the special education program to be retested 
every two years. The success of this prograzn depends on the availability 
or competent personnel and financial support.57 
57 McConnell, 2£• ill• 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ~UESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
A survey was made to detem.ine the number of pupils enrolled in 
the .fourth, fifth, and sixth grades in Henrl.co County's twenty-six 
white elementary schools who needed screening for possible admission 
into its special education program.1 The first procedure was to deter-
mine the number of pupils who had scored below 75 on the Lorge-Thorndike 
Intelligence Test. Reviews of this test published in Buros' Fi~h 
Mental Measurements Yearbook described it as being among the best of 
the group intelligence tests. 2 The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Teat 
was given by the county to the fourth and sixth grade pupils in Septem-
ber of 1964 and to the firth grade students in September of 1963 when 
they were enrolled in the fourth grade. Since the I.Q. or intelligence 
quotient is not a constant phenomenon, these fifth grade students would 
possibly have scored differently it tested in the fall or 1964. Five 
boys aooring below 75 had repeated the fourth gradeJ therefore test 
results for them were available for 1963 and 1964. The changes in the 
I.Q. scores are indicated in Table VI. In each case except for Student 
C the I.Q. score increased., but only once did it change more than eight 
1The schools tor the colored children were omitted since they 
represented only 5% of the school population and approximately 25% 0£ 
the number of pupils scoring below 75 on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelli-
gence Test. 
2 Oscar Krisen Buros1 The Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook (Highland Park, New Jersey: The Oryphon Press, 1959), pp. 478-484. 
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points. Possible causes of variance in test scores are given in the 
appendix. 
TABLE VI 
LORGE-THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST RESULTS FOR FIVE FOURTH 
GRADE REPEATERS OBTAINED IN 1963 AND 1964 
Test Results in Fall of 1963 Test Results in Fall of 1964 
Verbal Mon-Verbal Total Verba.I Non-Ver'6a! Tota! 
Student A SB 49 S4 69 76 72 
Student B 67 S7 62 69 70 70 
Student 0 68 7S 72 62 67 64 
Student D 72 56 64 72 73 72 
Student E 69 72 70 72 72 72 
The Lorge-Thorndike test results revealed 128 pupils with a total 
I.Q. score below 7'5. This represented 1.6 per cent or the total enroll-
ment tor the tourt.h1 fitth1 and sixth grades. There were 50 fourth grade 
pupils and 63 titth grade pupils who scored below 75 as compared to only 
lS sixth grade pupils. (Table VII) It can be expected that I.Q. scores 
obtained .from group tests taken in the fourth grade would be lower than 
when taken in the sixth grade since this is a transitional period when 
the pupils are being introduced to a more academic type of curriculum as 
compared to the primary grad.es. This adjustment presents difficulty to 
3 the pupils. 
3 Britton, ;?E• .ill.• 
Girls 
Total 
TABLE VII 
GRADE DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS SCORL'lG BELOW 75 ON THE 
LORGE-THORNDIKE INTELLIGEUCE TESTa 1964-1965 
4th Grade 
39 
ll 
so 
5th Grade 
48 
15 
63 
6th Grade 
10 
5 
lS 
so 
Total 
91 
.31 
128 
The test results showed in Table VII indicated that there were 
three times as many boys scoring below 75 as there were girls. One hun· 
dred of the 128 pupils scoring below 75 were between the ages of nine 
and eleven1 'With the average age being ten and a ha.1£. (Table VIII) 
These figures agreed with previous findings as indicated by the ract 
that the greatest number attending the ~1emorial Guidance Clinic and 
clinics throughout the nation was the nine or ten year old male who was 
not achieving in his academic school work. Many o:f these children were 
found to be academically retarded rather than mentally retarded. 4 
Studies also showed that more males than females are classified 
as mentally retarded. One hypothesis for this sex dif'f erence was that 
social factors operate to bring the male cases to the attention of the 
schools and other agencies. A study made in New York State showed that 
the greatest sex differences appeared among the younger age groups, where 
4nerr, .2£• ~· 
TABLE VIII 
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS SCORING DELOW 75 ON THE 
LOIDE-TIDRNDIKE INTELLIDENCE TEST: 196.3-1964 
Age Boys Girls Total 
8 0 l l 
9 17 3 20 
10 28 17 4S 
11 30 5 35 
12 1.3 l l4 
13 6 .3 9 
14 2 l 3 
1$ 1 0 l 
TABLE IX 
RATIO OF MAU;S TO FEMALES AMONG 1''IHST .AD.MISSIONS 
TO Nl!.w YORK STATE SCHOOLS .FUR MEN'XAL DEFECTIVES 
Age Group 
Under 5 
5-9 
10..14 
Over lS 
First Admission Ratio 
Mile Female 
142.4 
168.9 
l.48.2 
80.6 
100 
100 
100 
100 
cultural and social :f'actors operated the least. The results ot this 
study are given in Table IX.S 
s2 
The distribution or I.Q. scores showed that there were no pupils 
enrolled in the fourth, firth, or sixth grades who were eligible for the 
trainable mentally retarded class. (Table X) This was expected since 
these children seldom adjusted at all to a regular classroom environment. 
There were three pupils who scored below 60, thirty-tour between 60 and 
70, ard ninety-one between 70 an:l 7S. 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL I.Q. SCORES BELOW 75 ON THE 
LOOOE-THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TEST s 1963 and 1964 
Total I.Q. Score Boys Girl.B Total 
7$ 6 4 10 
74 28 1 JS 
7) 4 2 6 
72 16 6 22 
71 4 l s 
70 11 2 13 
69 l l 2 
68 s 3 8 
67 2 0 2 
66 4 0 4 
65 2 0 2 
64 6 l 7 
6.3 2 2 4 
62 0 1 l 
61 2 l 3 
60 l 0 l 
S9 l 0 l $8 0 0 0 
57 0 0 0 
56 2 0 2 
s Garrison and Force, .21!• ~., P• 72. 
The second procedure was to send questionnaires to the teachers 
ot the 128 pupils scoring below 75 on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence 
Test in order to determine how many of them were not functioning ade-
quately in the regular classroom. Five of the questionnaires were not 
returned and two additional ones were omitted from tabulation because 
one child had not tried on the test and the other one was already under 
ca.re or a clinic for emotionally disturbed children. Twenty or the 
teachers reported that the pupil in question was no longer enrolled in 
their class. These twenty were explained as follows: (l) fifteen 
children had transferred to other school divisions, (2) two children 
bad been placed in Henrico County's special education program, and (3) 
three children had dropped out of school. Two ot the drop.outs were 
f'ii'th graders, twelve years old, and with I.Q. scores of 67 and 72. The 
third drop..out was a fifteen year old in the sixth grade with an I.Q. 
score of 74. 
A total of 101 questionnaires, from seventy-one teachers, were 
available for study and tabulation. '!'he total enroll.'ilent ot theae 
classes was 11921 pupils representing 24 per cent of the fourth, fifth, 
am sixth grade enrollment. According to the questionnaire, there were 
200 pupils whose I.'i. score was above 75 who were not success.tully doing 
work presented them. This figure represented approximately 10 per cent 
of the pupils in the seventy-one classes as compared to approximately 
5 per cent of this enrollment who scored below 75 on the intelligence test. 
0£ the 101 pupils who scored below 751 twenty were promoted each 
year. Six were placed or given social promotion to the next grade with-
out having to repeat any grades• Thirty-three were retained since enter-
ing school but were not given social promotion at any time. Thirty-six 
were retained and/or given social promotion to the next grade. No 
record was given on the remaining six. 
A tabulation or the grade levels at which trese pupils were re-
tained showed sixty retentions in the first two grades as compared to 
forty-three in the third, fourth, and fifth. The tabulation o! the 
grade levels at which these pupils vere given social promotion showed 
reverse results with only eight social promotions in the first and 
second grade, and with thirty in the third, fourth, and firth. Forty .. 
six pupils were retained once, twenty-four retained twice, !our :r-etained 
three times, and one was retained four times. Twelve pupils were 
placed once, six placed twice, five placed three times, and one pupil 
was placed five times. 
The attendance record ot these 101 pupils showed one who had 
missed one-half the time and as a result was not able to benefit rrom 
the school program. Two missed one-third of the tillle, one missed one• 
fourth of the time, and one missed one-fifth of the time. 
In o:rder to obtain a description or these children with I.Q. 
scores below 751 the teachers were asked to check a rating scale in 
regard to tho pupil's ability to do grade level work, the pupil's ability 
with written expression, the degree the pupil was withdrawn, the amount 
of additional attention required ot the teacher by the pupil, the degree 
the child had been a behavior problem, the type of behavior problem, and 
the degree or acceptance by peers. 
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TABLE XI 
GRADE DISTlUBUTION OF THE TOTAL ENROLLMENT OF THE 71 C.LASSES IN THE 
SUHVEY,, TOTAL PUPILS SCORING ABOVE 75 BUT NOT D:JING SCHOOL WJRK 
SATISFACTOiULY, AND TOTAL PUPILS SCOIUNG BELOW 75 
Grade 
VI 
v 
IV 
Total 
Total enrollment of 
71 classes included 
in survey 
Total pupils above 
15 I.Q. score who 
are not successful• 
ly doing their work 
Total pupils 
with l.Q. score 
below 15 
206 
887 
828 
l,921 
18 
97 85 
200 
TABLE XII 
NUMBER OF TIMES CHILDREN WITH I.Q. SCORE BELOW 75 
WERE RETAINED OR PLACED 
9 
50 
42 
101 
Number of Times Number of Pupils 
Retained 
Number of Pupils 
Placed 
s 
4 
3 
2 
l 
0 
l 
4 
24 
46 
T.AELE XllI 
l 
0 
5 
6 
12 
GRADE LEVEL AT WHICH CHILDREN WITH I.Q. SCOiiE BELOW 
75 WEHE RETAINED OR PLACED 
Grade Level Uwnber of Pupils Number of Pupils 
Retained Placed 
v 1 s 
IV 28 10 
III 14 is 
II 25 1 
I 35 l 
The questionnaires rated thirty-one as unable to do grade level 
work or able to do only a few tasks. Approximately 29 per cent of the 
boys and 29 per cent of the girls with I.Q. scores less than 75 were 
included. Fifty-seven could do some tasks or could do most of these 
tasks, and thirteen could do the grade level 'HOrk satisfactorily. 
Nineteen of the pupils were unable to form sentences, twenty 
unable to fonn paragraphs, and twenty-four could express their ideas 
adequately. 
There were seventeen pupils who were rated as never interacting 
voluntarily or rarely interacting, thirty-nine were rated as inter-
acting occasionally, and forty-five as interacting freely with others. 
Constant or more than average attention was required by twenty-
six pupils, ocoasional attention and special directions were needed by 
fifty-four, and twenty-one needed no extra attention from the teacher. 
The teachers considered !orty of these pupils not to be behavior 
problems, forty-seven were considered as presenting problems at times, 
and fourteen were considered as being a constant or almost daily behavior 
problem. Eleven pupils were described as being withdrawn, eight as being 
submiasive, and twenty-nine as displaying aggressive behavior. 
Only forty-eight of these 101 pupils were rated as being accepted 
and helped by their peers. Thirty-four were reported as being fairly 
well accepted~ fifteen accepted from time to time depending on the type 
of activity, and four were reported as being ridiculed by their peers. 
These firdings agreed with other studies on the acceptance of the mentally 
retarded by their peers. For example, Orville Johnson .found that mentally 
TABLE XIV 
COMBINID TOTAL OF RATINJ SC.ALE FOR THE FOvRTH, FIFTH, .AND SIXTH GRADES 
l. 
' 
3 4 ·~ 
~ l!Pil ts a.bil- 1 nable to do Can do only Can do some Can do most of ~do work ~y to do grade his work ~ .f'ew tasks tasks these tasks ~atisfactorily 
lpvel work 11 20 32 2s 13 
D ~gree pupil r ever inter- J a.rely inter- Interacts Will interact !mteracts jJ p withdrawn • cts volun- c:~ts occasionally in a few ac- ~ely with 
~rlly ti vi ties pthers 
5 12 19 20 45 
Fi IJ.pil' s ability t nable to t ye-hand coor- Poor spelling Unable to form Pan express 
lf ~th written ~ orm sen- c ination hin- IIUnders writ- paragraphs ~eas ade-
e: ~ression '1 ences c ers writing ing 34 ~uate~ 19 2 20 
Ai pount of ad.di- C onstant at- l'ore than ~pecial direc- Occasional. ~o extra 
t~onal attention ention needed c: tverage jtions attention flttention 
~ ~quired of tea-
25 
tieeded 
c ~er by pupil 9 17 29 21 
B ~havior < onstant Jhost !Sometimes Seldom lo beha-
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retarded children in regular classes i'rom grades one to five were less 
accepted and more rejected than others in the class. Johnson concluded 
that these children were rejected becuaso of their compensatory behavior 
6 
and not because of their poor academic achievement. Sister M. Aloyse 
Martin conducted a study of children in grades five to eight which 
yielded results similar to Johnson1 s study. She stated that the m.entaJ.1:1 
retarded pupils were rejected because or their aggressiveness which may 
be compensatory in nature.7 
The Science Research Associates (SRA) Achievement Test scores 
for the 1963-1964 and 1964-1965 sessions were used to obtain the reading 
level 0£ the pupils scoring below 75 on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence 
Taxt. The grade equivalent scores were used in order to determino the 
relation of these children's reading ability to that or the average 
ability for their grade level. As shown in Table Y.!11 seven of these 
pupils had scores on reading comprehension which were on or above grade 
level while eighty-three had scores below grade level. Fourteen pupils 
had vocabulary scores on or above grade level and seventy-six tested 
below grade level. The majority ot the pupils scored one to two years 
below their grade level, both on reading comprehension and vocabular,r. 
The teachers were asked to check which procedures they used in 
helping the pupils with I.Q. scores leas than 75. The .following is a 
tabulation of how many times each procedure was checked: 
6 Ibid., p. 10.3. 
-
7Ib1d. 
-
TABLE XV 
NUMBER OF GRADES ABOVE OR EELOW GRADE LEVEL ON THE SCIENCE 
RESEltACH ASSOCIATES ACHIEVFl.fENT TEST READING SCORES 
Reading Comprehension Vocabulary 
-4! 0 1 
-4 2 1 
-31 2 1 
-3 1 2 
-21 2 4 
-2 24 12 
-11 21 16 
-1 21 22 
-i 10 17 
O (grade level) 3 8 
+! 2 4 
+l l 1 
+li 0 0 
+2 l l 
Total 901 901 
1aeading scores for eleven children with I.Q. Scores 
below 7' were not available. 
$9 
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69 Individual instruction being given by the teacher 
$3 Below grade level work being given 
17 Extra homework being given 
47 Extra help being given by classmates. 
Art activities were mentioned by one teacher and twelve teachers did not 
check any or the procedures. 
Jack W. Birch, Director of Special Education at Pittsburg, Penn• 
sylvania,,, and Godfrey D. Stevens, Administrative Supervisor of Special 
Education or Cincinnati Public Schools, have published a book entitled 
Reachi:is ~ Mentally Retarded with emphasis on teaching exceptional 
children in eve17 classroom, This book gives insight into the classroom 
problems presented by the mentally retarded pupils, basic ideas and 
procedures of teaching, materials needed for instruction purposes, and 
methods of working with the parents of mentally retarded children. 
The teachers also checked the following items which contributed 
to their success or lack of success when working with these pupils with 
low I.Q. scoresi 
Attributed to Lack of Success 
----------
37 Poor motivation by pupil 
2.$ Lack of class time due to 
large class 
17 tack of time due to over-
crowded schedule school 
38 Poor home environment 
9 Poor phyaical health or 
pupil 
6 Parents capable but unco-
operative 
5 Lack of needed material 
Attributed to the Success 
-----
21 Strong motivation by pupil 
12 Class time available due to 
small cl.ass 
30 Cooperative parents 
1.$ Adequate materials avail-
able 
27 Cooperative school per-
sonnel 
24 Past experience of teacher 
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other a other: 
Poor attetdance 
Speech detect 
Thyroid trouble 
Teacher-child relationship 
Child's lack of confidence 
Deafness 
Teacher's lack of experience 
The teachers checked that they had the following training in dealing 
with children who had difficulty in learning subject matter which is 
presented. to thema 
23 undergraduate courses 
9 graduate courses 
7 attended conf erencea 
12 attended workshops 
28 read books on the subject 
13 on the job training under some supervision 
34 practical. job experiences 
l experience earing for own retarded child 
22 had no training in this area, a blank being assumed as no 
training. 
Another purpose ot the questionnaire was to determine how many of these 
pupils were recommended for individual testing. 
Individual testing was not recommended tor £orty..two of these 
children since tbs teachers felt they were progressing in the regular 
classroom environment. Testing was not recommended for tour pupils whom 
the teachers thought should be in the special education program and for 
three pupils when the teachers thought should be placed in a class for 
slow leamers. llo explanations were given as to Why these seven children 
had not been recommended for testing. Testing was recommended !or !ort;r-
eight or the pupils with I.Q. scores below 7S. Individual test results 
were received by the teachers for twenty-three ot these forty-eight 
pupils. Eight were recoromended for testing during the current term 
1964·l96S. Sufficient time had not been allowed i'or recommendations to 
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be given the teachers. Test results on sixteen of these forty-eight 
pipils had not been given to the teachers. In one instance, the parents 
dropped the individual testing at Medical College of Virginia. 
As the result of individual testing ten pupils were recoxnI!lended 
for special education classes. It was reported by the teachers that 
five or these pupils had parents who were veey cooperative conoeming 
this matter and three had parents who were very uncooperative. One 
example from the questionnaire stated that measures were taken in the 
second grade to help one child but "parents were moat uncooperative." In 
another instance it was reported that "pa.rents believe this child to be 
average and re.fuse any outside help and suggestions." Still another ex-
pressed the belief that the parents were unwilli.ng to place their child 
in special education because it might make her unhappy to change schools. 
Two children in the study had received professional help and two 
were reported as being in need or professional help. Two were reported 
as needing "hom.e-bound.11 instruction. Three were reported as having 
emotional problems, and ten as needing to be in a class tor slow 
learners. 
As the result of contact with the home, the teachers reported 
that they believed twenty-five parents would cooperate in placing their 
child in a class tor the academically slow and twenty-six would not co-
operate. They felt that in ten instances parents would cooperate in 
placing their child in special education while thirty-five would not. 
Most of the contact with the parents took place at school as shown by 
the fact that only eight teachers made a total ot thirteen home visits, 
6.3 
four principals made a total of fourteen home visits, and twenty visits 
were reported as being made by the visiting teachers. In many cases 
these questions were not answered by the teachers so a correct estimate 
of home visits could not be obtained. 
The findings indicated that Henrico County was attempting to 
screen for special education these children with low I.Q. scores, and 
that recommendations were given to the teachers more rapidly than in 
previous years. The county had not placed these children in its special 
education program unless the parents agreed with this placement. 
CHAPrER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Previsions tor educating the mentally retarded increased rapidly 
during the tw decades 194.5-196.5 after experiencing a setback during 
World War II. In spite of this rapid growth there were special education 
programs provided for only one out of £our children in the Untted States 
who needed these servic~s in 19S7•19S8. 
The special education program in Virginia had also shown progress 
during its twenty-six years or existence, but for the school session 
l96L-196S it was estimated that only 23 per cent of the mentally retarded 
children were enrolled in a epecial education program. 
Henrico County• s special education program for the mentally re-
tarded began in the !all of 1956. The number of classes and the number 
of pupile enrolled tripled during the five years from 1959-196.5. Due to 
this rapid i,n,rease the county reached the point when definite practices 
and policies were necessary in order to obtain an adequate, organized 
and progressive program. The School Board drew up a "Statement of 
Special Education Policy" in April, 1965, in which its views concerning 
the education of exceptional children were clearly stated. A meeting 
with all parents concerned with this program was planned for the first of 
l 
May, 19651 at which time the objectives and policies were to be explained. 
1r{cconnell, !I?.• ~· 
L - -----------------
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The county experienced difficulty in securing certified teachers 
for its special education program. The increase in the number of V11'-
ginia colleges and universities which offered courses leading to certi-
fication in this area and the increase in the number of scholarships 
available will help in eliminating this shortage of trained teachers tor 
tho mentally retarded and other exceptional children. 
Henrico County has been fortunate to have the services of the Con-
sul tation and Evaluation Clinic and the Memorial Guidance Clinic to aid 
them in screening pupils :for admission into this special education pro-
gram. The screening process was greatly improved by the organization of 
the screening committee in the school year 1962·1963. lt is the county's 
plan to initiate a retesti~ program which will provide an opportunity 
tor the children 1n the special education progra:rn to be retested every 
two years. 
It has been estimated that there are three trainable mentally 
retarded children in every 11 000 children or school age and fifteen to 
twenty educable mentally retarded out or every 11000. 2 For the school 
year l964-196S Henrico County had ,7 of 1 per cent or its school popula-
tion in its special education program. The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence 
Test results indicated that there was only 1.6 per cent of the fourth, 
firth, and sixth grade pupils scoring below 7S on this group test. 
Possibly lienrico•s low percentage resulted from the nature of its popu-
lation. In the county there were no slum areas 1 no first generation 
2 Garrison and Force, .21?• .£!.!., p. 71. 
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foreign born, and very few poverty stricken families. Intelligence test 
scores and achievement test scores er pupils in the county showed l to 
lt per cent in the third deviation below the mean as com.pared to the ex-
pected 21 per cent according to the normal curve.3 
According to the questionnaires approximately 40 of the 101 
pupils who had I.Q. scores lees than 75 were doing satisfactory work in 
the regular classroom. Twenty of these 101 pupils had produced work 
which merited their beir.g passed each year to the next grade. There 
were 7$ pupils 'With I.Q. scores below 75 who had been retained or given 
social promotion, and six of the pupils had presented. indications ot 
being truant. 
The questionnaires also indicated that there were some children 
with I.Q. scores below 75 who they believed did not qualify for admis-
sion to special education classes. These pupils were felt to be 1n 
need of a class tor slow learners, more individual instruction in the 
classroom or special remedial. work. In ten instances the teachers re-
commended a class for slow learners. 
Most ot the teachers reported trying to alter the regular class-
room program in order to meet the needs 0£ these slow pupils until the7 
could be placed in a class tor slow learners or a special education 
class. The three methods of altering the cuITiculum mentioned most 
often were: (1) teacher giving individual instruction, (2) teacher giv-
ing below grade level work1 and (3) classmates offering extra help to 
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these slow pupils. 
On the basis or additional attention required ot the teacher by 
the pupil, degree of acceptance by peers, and ability to do grade level 
work, 1t seemed that there were twenty-five to thirty-five pupils who 
needed screening £or possible admission to the special education program. 
Ten or the pupils studied had already been recommended for special educa-
tion. 
The author is indeed impre:!lsed with the progress being made in 
Henrico County to educate the mentally retarded. She believes that it 
the present rate of progress is continued for a few years the county 
will have developed an adequate program !or teaching these less fortu-
nate members of its school population. The area for concentration is 
the junior and senior high school level with special emphasis being 
placed on helping these pupils i'ini job placements. 
The author believes that the county needs to make a special at-
tempt to create a better understanding and appreciation for the special 
education program 1f it is to realize its maximum potentials. This 
understanding ia needed among teachers, students, and parents. 
The county must next tum its efforts toward meeting the needs 
or children with low I.Q. scores who are not eligible for its special 
education program. Professional remedial. work in reading and other 
areas must be given these children if they are to .function in the aca-
demic area of school life. Continual. retention or social promotion does 
not alleviate the problems but rather increases them. 
Until such remedial services can be otf ered to these children, 
! _________ _ 
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the county must encourage and aid its teachers in working with each 
child in a sincere attempt to guide hiil1 towards obtaining maximum bene-
fits from the material presented him. 
It should be the aim of every educational program that no child 
be placed in a situation where he is unable to function and there.fore 
unable to experience a sense of accomplishment and belonging. 
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APPENDIX 
LAWS PERTAINING TO THE EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED 
~ 2£_ Virginia, Volume S, Title 221 "Education" 
22•9.l SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR OTHER HANDICAPPED PERSONS • The State 
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Board of Education is authorized to prepare and place in opera-
tien a program ot special education designed to educate and train 
physically handicapped, emotionally disturbed and mentally re-
tarded individuals without regard to whether they are ot school 
age. In the develo,lll1ent of such program, the State Board of 
Education shall assist and cooperate with local school boards 
in the several school divisions. The State Boa?U of Education 
is authorized to adept such rules and regulations as may' be 
necessary to secure adequate special school services for handi-
capped individuals. (19541 c. 146) 
22•9.2 ASSISTUll LOCAL SCHOOL DIVISIONS IN INSTRUCTOO THE HANDICAPPED 
From funds provided by law I the State Board or Education may 
assist local school divisions to em.ploy and pay teachers to 
instruct special classes for the handicapped, including the 
orthopedically handicapped1 speech defective children, homebound 
children, children and adults confined to hospitals, and children 
who require other special instruction whether by reason or mental 
retardation, cerebral palsy, physical deficiency or otherwise. (1954, c. 148) 
22-9.2:1 TRANSPORTATION FOR HANDICAP~ED CRILDREN ATTENDING SPECIAL CLASSES 
Any child enrolled in and attending a special class operated 
under the provisions or 22-91 22.9.1, or 22-9.2 shall be entitled 
to transportation to and £rom such school or class at public ex-
pense. If1 because of physical incapacity or mental retardation, 
the child is unable to use existing school transportation 
facilities 1 the school board may 1 in lieu thereof, and in its 
discretion, allot funds to assist in paying the cost of other 
means 0£ transportation. Such cost shall not exceed an amount 
approved by the State Board of Education with due regard to the 
cost of transporting pupils in public schools. Fifty per centum 
of such cost shall be paid by the school division in which such 
child resides and .fifty per centum by the State. (19$61 c. 324) 
22•9.3 OVERALL ADVISOHY COUNCIL ON NEEDS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
There is hereby created an Overall Advisory Council on Needs of 
Handicapped Children composed of fourteen members to be appointed. 
as !ollows1 One member !'rom the Senate to be appointed by the 
President thereof, two members from the House of Delegates to be 
appointed by the SpeakerJ one member from the Department er F.du· 
cation, one member from the Department ot Health, one member trom 
the Department of Mental Hygiene, one member from the Virginia 
Commission tor the Visual.1y Handicapped, one member from the 
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Medical College or Virginia, one member f'rom the Medical College 
of the University of Virginia, one member f:rom the Depart.ment ot 
Welfare and Institutions, one member from the Division of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation ot the Department of Education, and three 
members, at large, all to be appointed by the Governor. Ap.-
pointments tor tenns expiring June thirtieth, nineteen hundred 
sixty-tour shall be made as follovsa One member shall be ap-
pointed £or a term or one year, three members shall be appointed 
for a term ot two years, three members shall be appointed for a 
tem of three years and four members shall be appointed for a 
tenn of four years. Thereafter, all appointments shall be for 
terms of four years, and the members appointed by the Governor 
shall be subject to reappointment tor one additional tem at the 
pleasure of the Governor. The Council shall meet at least ome 
a year. The Council shall continuously study the handicapping 
problems of children and the various phases of the programs for 
handicapped persons and make such recommendations to the several 
agencies represented on the Council as the Council deems appro-
priate and proper. The Council shall also make and submit to 
the Governor from time to time such reports and recommendations 
as it deems necessary and expedient. Members of the Council shall 
receive no compensation for their services, but may be paid 
their neoeusary expenses traveling incurred in the perf onnance ot 
their duties. (1954, c. 148; 1956, c. 46S; 196h, c. 213) 
22-2Ll EXPENDITURES FOR NURSES, PHYSICIANS AND PHYSICAL DIRECTORS 
The governing bodies ot the several counties, cities and towns 
are authorized to make appropriations out of the county, city 
or two t\mds 1 as the case may be, to prorl.de for the health 
examination and physical education of school children, including 
special facilities for handicapped children, and the employment 
of school nurses, physicians, and physical directors and also 
physical therapists, occupational therapists and speech thera-
pists, tor special classes for handicapped children and under 
medical supervision and such appropriation shall be placed to the 
credit of the county or city sch..,ol f'unds. Previous to employ-
ment, all such personnel and the medical supervision therapists 
shall meet such standards as m.ay be detennined by the State Board 
o! Education and the State Board of Health. (19181 P• 41J.J 19201 
P• 495J 1928, P• 1222; 19421 P• 705; 1956, c. 656) 
22-242 PAYMENTS BY STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION AND STATE BOARD OF HEALTH 
An amount not exceeding one-half or the annual salary ot each phy-
sical director, physical therapist, occupational therapist, and 
s~ech therepist or attendant appointed 1n accordance with the 
provisions of this article may be paid by the State Board to the 
local school authorities employing such personnel, and an amount 
not to exceed one-half of the annual salary of each nurse or phy-
sician appointed in accordance with the provisions of this article 
may be paid by the State Board of Health to the local school 
authorities employing such nurse or physician. (19201 p. 495; 
1926, p. 1222; 1942, P• 705J 1956, c. 656) 
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CHAPTER 18.-GRANTS FOR TEACHING JN THE EDUCA· 
TION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
R .. I'. Sec. 
61M. U1·s .. 11rch and drmonKtratlon proJ 
M'tft !N••wJ. 
ta) Author 1at1011 of 11p11r .. 1Jrln 
tluns; lnstallnwnt "·· 11<1 
vancea or rtlmhur1 .... m .. ut; 
coudltluna. 
CnH Ret-eee. Mental retar1latl11n 
research facllltlee and mental retardation 
faellltles and mental heilth centers, ~"" 
fl11 A1h·i•or7 commltte<>~. 
''" l'anl'l• of ex1wrtft. 
1111 Compenl!Atlon and ruv .. 1 ex· 
IH'li"Pfl. 
11•) 11 .. 1 .. gatlon or runrtlon•. 
~""tl•tn• 2U~ Pt lf'Q. and 2661 l't Bt'll. of 
Tl!lt> f2; The l'nhlle Hf>alth and Welfare. 
§ 811. Grant.a to public or nonprofit institutions; use of IJnl•U 
The Commi111loner of Education Is authorizt>d to make grants tc. iinbllc 
or other nonprofit Institutions of higher learning to assist them In 1tro--
vldlng training ot professional personnel to coniJHct training or teachrr• 
In fields related to education of mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf. 
speech Impaired, visually handicapped, serloualy emotionally disturbed, 
crippled, or other health Impaired children who by rea11on thereof rE"qUfr~ 
sveclal education (hereinafter ln this chapter r<>h~rrecl to 8.11 1'handleappM 
children" l. He ls a1110 authorized to makt> grant11 to public or other 
nonprofit lnAtltutious or hl~h{•r !• ..r11i!lf! •o a~~!~t tt11·111 In provldlnl!' pro· 
fesslonal or advanced training for personnel E'ngu.;Pd or preparing to en· 
gage in employment a11 teachers of handlcapved rhlldrPn, u 1upervl1ora 
or 111ch teachen, or as speech corrE'ctlonlsts or other 11peclall1ta providing 
sveclal services for education of 11uclt children, or 1>ngaged or preparln1 
to engage ln rea.earch ln fields related to edu<'atlon of such chlltlren. 
Grants under this section rnay bP ttsPd hy such Institutions to aal-t In 
co1·erlng the cost of course11 of training or study for such per11onnel and 
tor establishing and maintaining fellowshlI>s or tralnee1hlp1, with 111ch 
stipends as may be determined by the Comml11loner of Education. Th• 
Commissioner Is also authorized to make grants to public or other non· 
profit Institutions of higher lE'arnlng to as11lst thPm ln el!tabllahlng and 
maintaining scholarships, with auch stlpend1 aa may be determined b1 
the Commissioner, for training personnel preparing to engage In employ 
ment as teachers of the deaf. A1 amended Pub.L. 88-164. Title III. 
I 301(a) (1)-(3), (bh Oct. 31, 1963, 77 Stat. 29~. 
19113 Amendment. 1'11h.I •. AA·1114 MllhHti 
t11t .. !l In !ht> third ,.f'nten .... "tlrimt~ undt>r 
Thi• •'"'lion" 11nd "fl!llowshlp,. or trnlnt~· 
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t11lly r1•!ardPJ rhlldrrn" hut othPr 
''handlrnrr•"d chlldreh" nnd 11ddf>d pr; •. 
\'l~lon 11111 111rl7.l11g gr11ntM for Hd111l11rHhiJ1• 
to prrHrinnf'I tralnlnic to he tP&l'ht>rs of 
the df'1tf. rP!iJlPcliVl'I)'. 
f:ft'prth·• Dal• of JMS Aml'nd-ntw. 
H"<'tlun :IOllal 15) or Puh.J,. 11.~· lfW pro. 
"lded th11t "The 11nwndm .. ntH tnadP hv 
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of !hi• ..-..tlon and '1•1•!1011" 111:?. fill! and 
1117 or thl11 tlllPl ~h11ll 11pply 1n !ht' r11•" nf. 
fiHr1tl ,-.. ar~ hl'JCinnlnir ftft .. r Jun•• 30. 1116.! 
.. ~1·1•pt thnt •leftf 1'11tldr1•11 Mhull 11•1! 1 ... In 
rlu•lt"l 11• •1t11111lh'1tJ11'"'l 1·hlldr .. n' '"' 1'Ur-
J11•:-.••o.c of JliUCh ftlllt'Otli1u•t1tat fur tl1• 1',....-at 
.1 ""r t'ndlnic .11111 .. :m !OM." 
· RP1·tlon :101d1l of Pnh.I •. AA lfl.I Jlrnvt<ll!d 
In riart !h11t 11m .. n1hn<'nt of thl" •·~·111111 IJJ' 
••~·tion :1111 (hi 1111th11rlsh11r irranta hr 
••·h11l11rshlp11 to tr11ln tParhl'rA of !hf' ..._, 
sh1tll lu• pft'f><•tlvP for ft11t•al yP.Rn l,.sU1· 
nlng aftPr Jnne 30, 1118-l. 
Ll'sl•lath·• Rl•tor)': For lP,rfol1111'1'1 
hl~tnry 11nd l•llfllOMe Of Pull.I •• AA-tfH. ~Pe 
1911.'I l'.!'l.C'odt' Conir. and .Adm.S .. w•. P·. 
10:'14. 
~ 612. Grants to State educational agencies for fellowlhl1>9 
The Commissioner of Education ls al10 authorlzPd to make grant• ro 
State educational agf'ncles to assl!!t them In e11tabllshlng and maintaining, 
directly or through grants to public or othE>r nonprofit ln1tftutton1 of 
hlghn learning, fellowshlp11 or traineeships for training pPrsonnPI enJraged 
or pre11arlng •o ,,nga~f' In employnwnt. as tPR.ChPr11 of han1Jlcap1>ed chll· 
drrn or as 1111pt'rvlsoric of such tPacht<rs. Su~h grants shall alRo bf!' a\·all-
abln to assist such inio;r itutlons ln mf:'Ptln~ thf' cosh of training such pe.r· 
sonnel. As amendPd Pub L. 88-164. Title III, I :IOlta) C3), Oct. 31. 
1963, 77 Stat. 2!14. 
11111~ Am1'ndftH'nt. Puh.r .. AA !fl.I •nh-
~tlt11t .. ·! "loa11dlr111•r••d .rhlldr .. n" fur "111Pt1-
t11 lly r"tnrd .. d 1•h ldrt>n.'' 
50 
F.ft'H"tlYfl Hat" nf HU .\-Rd-•t. 
An11•nd1111•11! of •Pl'tlon hy Pnh.J •. ~ lfl4 
appll•·ahl .. In <'R~f' of lhaeal rran IM·tirl" 
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EDUCATION 20 § 618 
1111i.a after June 30 1888 t1ut exelulltng 
... t ehlldttn from the term "handk•Pf'l<'<I 
•nano" for pur119Ae of •ueh amendmPnt 
•r fllocal 7Mr endlnf June 30, 196*, "'"' 
lll>l!tlou aot(a) (G) o Pub.L. 88 UH. &l't 
" 81& P&Jlllenta of sranta 
out 1111 a note under llt'Ctlon 61t of thl1 
tltll!, 
IA-trlallltlft Hlak1'71 For )t'glal11th·p 
h111ory 1rnd purpoM ot Pub.L. 88-18', -
11163 l'.ftCodl' Cons. and Adm.New,, p. 
lOM. 
Payment• or grants pursuant to thh1 chapter may b• made by the Com-
•llaloner ot Education from time to time, In advance or by way of re-
•bunement, on such conditions as the Commluloner may determine. 
M amended Pub.L. 88-164, Title III. I 301(a) (4), Oct. 31, 19&3, 77 
ltt&t. 294 . 
... .._•-•t. Pub.I,. ~-14'4 t•llrnl· 
E proY11lon which Umlteli thP ·1'•7· t or f{J'ltnts to Sl.000.000 for •RY on<' I 7Mr which 11 now covered by Mt'('· 1117 of thl• title. 
•ee!tln Date ef 1NI A-nd-nt • 
.Amendment of ll'<:tlon by Pub.I •. HS .. J(lf 
a..Ucable In case of flaf'al 7P11rM be1tln· 
allia after June Ml, 1003 hut n<'llld· 
Ill• df'f!f <'hlldren from the tl-nn "handl· 
<'a11~ child~" for JOUrPOIP of ~uch 
amendment for ft!K'al 7ear endlns Jnnl' 
:>.o. 11164, """ 8t-cllon 301(a) (Ill at Pub.L. 
AA- Jiit. Rl't 011t aR a noh1 11n"Pr IPCtlon 
ftl I of this tltlP. 
~lalatlve Hl•tol'J': ••or h•lfl•lath·p 
hbtor7 and purpoRP. of T'11h.I., !C8-UM, R•'f> 
l!IM !:,S.Codt• Co111f. 11011 Adll1.!"PWH, p. 
10M. 
{II 81'1. Authorfutlon of approprtatfona 
There are authorized to be appropriated for carrying out this chapter 
111.500,000 for the ftscal year ending JunP 30, 1964; $14,600,000 tor 
tbe fiscal year ending June 30, 1965; and $111,600,000 tor the ft1cal year 
911\Slng June 30, 1966. Al amended Pub.L. 118-164, Title III, f 301(a) 
(0, Oct. 31, lt63, 77 St-at. 294. 
1 ... A-ad-at, Pob.T •. 88--164 llllhRtl· 
tated 11utborlsatlon of approprlatlo111 for 
t-rhtlnstlon jlroYl1lon continuing thP 
ehaptPr In etrect until a date ten 71.'ar11 
after Sept. ft, lllM. 
•eetl\'tt Date ef IHI! Amtondment. 
.laendmPnt of 1eetlon by Pnb.J,, llS-1114 
apptlcahle In cure of ft1eal )'l'&r& heirln· 
111ln• aftn .J1111P 30, l!H!3 '111t nrh1dln.sr 
... f children from the term "h11ndlcappP1l 
ehlldr..n" tor purpoee of 1ueh amendmf'nt 
for !heal 7Mr P.ndlnf .June 30. 1114, • ..., 
Rel'tlon .30tlal (Ill o rub.L. AA 1114, •Pt 
out H a note under Httlon 811 of thl1 
title. 
t..irtalatlft Rl•tll'J' 1 For l@sl1latlni 
hl1torJ' and p11rpoae of Pob.L. 118-UM, -
11111.'l U.8.Code Cona. and Adm.New,, p. 
llXU • 
I 818. Research and ctemonstrRtlon proJect.-Authorlatlon of approo 
prlatlons; tmtallmentll; adunces or tttmbunement; concUtJona 
(a) There 11 authorized to be appropriated for the ft1Cal 1ear ending 
.lune 30, 1964, and each or the next two ft1eal 1ear1, the sum of u.000,000 
to enable the CommlsalonM of Education to malle grants to State1, State 
or local educational agencies, public and nonproftt private tnatltutlon1 of 
~sher learning. and other public or nonproftt prJvate educatlollal or re--
March agenclea and organizations tor re1earch or demon1tratlon projects 
relating to education tor mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, 1peech 
Impaired, visually handicapped, aerlously emotlonall1 disturbed, crippled, 
Cit' other health lmoalred children who by reuon thereof require special 
education (hereinafter In thla section referred to u "handicapped chll-
drH"). Such granta shall be made In ln1t&llmenta, In adYance or bJ 
way or reimbursement, and on auch conditions u the CollllllS.loner of 
Education ma1 determine. 
Adylao..,.. t-o••ltteea 
{b) The Commissioner of Education Is authorised to appoint •uch 
1peclal or technlca.l advisory rommltteea a1 he may dMm n~ry to 
ad-vise him on matters ol general 11ollcy relating to particular tleldl or 
ltdUcatlon of handicapped children or relating to 11pecl&l nrvlCff necea-
1ary thereto or apeclal problems Involved theretn. 
Pa-la etes...-ta 
(c) The Commlsaloner of Education •hall alao fJ'Olll U•• to ti•• &P-
polnt panels of eiiperts who are competent to ..-aluate Y&riou tn• of 
research or demonstration projects under thla Metloa, ~ 1hall 1ecun 
the advice and recommendations of such a panel before maklas ur nola 
rrant Jn the 11eld In which such expert• are competent. 
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SPECIFIC ENDORSEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 
TEACHERS IN THE FIELD OF ME~'TAL RETARDATION 
Teachers seeking specific endorsement tor special education must 
meet the General Requirements and the Professional Educational Require-
ment tor all teachers as set torth on pages 21 31 and 4 in the State 
Board o! Education bulletin, "Certification Regulations tor Teachers," 
Volume 43, July 1960, No. 1. An applicant for endorsement to teach 
special classes of exceptional children must qualify tor the Collegiate 
Professional Certificate. 
Requirements tor endorsement in the area or mental retardation are 
as follows: 
MENTALLY RETARDED • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 27 semester hours 
I. Required Credit • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 24 semester hours 
A minimum of three semester hours in each of the !ollowing & 
A. Psychology of Exceptional Children 
B. Survey ot the Education of Exceptional Children 
c. Orientation in Teats and Meaaurements 
D. Student Teaching of Mentally Retarded Children 
(Teachers who have met reCl'lirements in regular classroom 
under Area III will be required to submit three semester 
hours of credit in teaching mentally retarded children.) 
E. Speech Problems of Exceptional Children 
F. Characteristics or Mentally Retarded Children 
G. f!Xlucation ot Mentally Retarded Children, with attention 
to methods and materials used in teaching children 1n 
groups listed belows 
l. Primary age group (educable) 
2. Intermediate age group (educable) 
3. Secondary age group (F..ducable) 
4. Severely retarded (Trainable) 
H. Vocational Guidance and Occupational Adjustment of Mentally 
Retarded Children or Arts and Craft 
II. RelBted Areas • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 semester hours 
A. Mental Heal th 
B. General Woodwork or Industrial Arts 
c. Guidance 
FOUR YEAR COLLEOl-0 AND UN!VEHSITIES IN VIl!lINIA: 1964-196.$ 
I. State colleges and universities 
A. Longwood College 
B. Madison College 
c. Mary Washington College 
D. Medical College 0£ Virginia 
E. Norfolk Division of Virginia State College 
F. Old Dominion College 
o. Radford College 
H. Richmond Professional Institute 
I. University of Virghrl.a 
J. Virginia Military Institute 
K. Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
L. Virginia State College 
M. William and Mary College 
II. Private colleges and universities 
A. Bridgewater College 
B. Easte:m Mennonite College 
c. Emory and Henry College 
D. Frederick College 
E. Hanpden-Sydney College 
F. Hampton Institute 
G. Hollins College 
H. Lynchburg College 
I. Mary Baldwin College 
J. Presbyterian School of Christian Education 
K. Randolph-Macon College (men) 
L. Randolph-Macon College (women) 
H. Roanoke College 
N. St. Paul's College 
o. Sweet Briar College 
P. University of Richmond 
Rich.~ond College 
Westhampton College 
University College 
Q. Virginia Union University 
R. Washington and Lee University 
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TRENDS IN EQUIFMENT AND SUPPLIES FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION CI.ASSES 
The Special Education Services of the State Board ot Education 
listed these trends 1n equipment and supplies in their booklet, "Trends 
in Curriculum Development tar the Mentally Retarded," published in 
October, 196). 
Fer the Young Retard.ate • Supplies and equipment are needed which 
assist in the 1nstru.ction !or: 
Self-care 
Social adjustment 
Academic readiness 
Educative play 
Game activities 
Stor.1.es 
Plays 
Free construction activities 
Rhythmic movements 
Others 
For the Intermediate Retardate - Supplies and equipment are needed 
which assist in the instruction fora 
Usefulness in the home 
Usefulness in the conmunity 
Social acceptance 
Civic responsibility 
Leisure time activities 
Basic academic skills on level of ability 
Hobbies and crafts 
Diversified industrial arts 
Job opportunities 
Others 
For the Advanced Retardate - Supplies and equipment are needed which 
assist in the instruction i'or: 
Academic skills on level of ability 
Diversified industrial arts 
Hobbies and cratts 
Essential preparation necessary for getting and keeping a job 
Homemaki.Dg 
Do-it-yourself activities 
Infonnation concerning financial involvements associated with 
earning a living, such as: 
others 
insurance 
social security 
taxes 
budgeting 
banking 
buying wisely 
POSSIBLE SOURCES OF VARIANCE IN A TEST SCORE 
The f'ollowing are reasons tor possible sources of variance in a 
l test score. 
I. Lasting and general characteristics of the individual 
General skills such as reading 
General ability to comprehend instructions,, testwiseness, tech-
niques of taking tests 
Ability to solve problems of the general type presented in the 
test 
Attitudes, emotional reactions or habits general~ operating 1n 
situations like the test situations 
II. Lasting and specific characteristics of the individual. 
61 
Knowledge and skills required by particular problems in the test 
Attitudes, emotional reactions or habits related to particular 
test stiJ!luli 
III. Tempo:rary and general characteristics of the individual 
Health, fatigue, ard emotional strain 
Motivation, rapport with examiner 
Effects ot heat, light, ventilation, etc. 
Level of practice on skills required by tests 
Present attitudes, emotional. reactions, or strength of habits 
and special interest at that time which is not a lasting 
characteristic 
IV. Temporary and specific characteristics of the individual 
Changes in .fatigue or motivation developed by this particular 
test (example - discouragement resulting from failure on one 
item} 
Fluctuations in attention, coordination or standards o! judgment 
Fluctuations 1n memoey or particular raote 
Level of practice on skills or knowledge required by this parti-
cular teat (example - effects or special coaching) 
Temporary emotional states, strength of habits related to parti-
cular test stimuli 
Luck in the selection or answers by "guessing,. 
1Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials 2!_ Psychological Testing {New Yorks 
Harper and Brothers, 1960). 
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HENRICO COUNTY SCHOOLS 
STATEMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION POLICY 
The Henrico County School Board recognizes and accepts responsi• 
bility for the education of exceptional children as de.fined by the 
Virginia State Department of Education. The Board believes that the 
basic objectives of eelf-reaJ..ization, human relationships, civic 
responsibility am economic efficiency are applicable to these as well 
as all other children. 
Within prescribed limits the Board will provide an instructional 
program directed tolntrd th! fulfillment ot the previously stated objec-
tives, guided primarily by the ability of the children to function 
within a small group and receive such instruction, the availability ot 
qualified instructional personnel, the adequacy of class locations and 
the general adequacy of school plants where classes are located. 
The Board believes the function of any public school program is 
to provide instruction and should, in no way, be interpreted or used as 
a therapeutic setting for severe]¥ disturbed individuals who are unable 
to receive instruction in a group situation and who need and/or are 
receiving psychiatric therapy. 
A. Children will be considered for the following special services pro-o 
vided they meet the stated criteria. 
I. Educable Mentally Retarded 
A. Individually administered intelligence test with a resulting 
Intelligence Quotient of approximately 50 to 75. 
B. Attained the age or 7 by October 11 of the year placed. 
*<l. All necessary information has been secured. 
D. That the child be able to function in a group and receive 
instruction. 
II. Trainable Retarded 
A. Individually administered intelligence test with a resulting 
Intelligence Quotient or approximately 30 to $0 and/or a 
mental age or 4.o years. 
B. Attained age of 8 by October l, of tha year placed. 
*C. All necessary information has been secured. 
n. That the child be able to function in a group and receive 
training. 
E. Caution mat be exercised to appropriately distinguish be-
tween children who are trainable an:l those who appear to be 
institutional.. 
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llI. Emotionally Disturbed 
A. Individual psychiatric evaluation which supports the following 
positions 
l. Nonnal .functioning intellect. 
2. Nonn.al learning impaired by mild emotiooal problems. 
,;. The child be not in need or a clinical setting am therapy. 
B. Attained age of 7 by October l, of the year placed • 
..c. All necessary information be secured. 
n. That the child be able to function in a group and receive 
instruction. 
E. Caution must be exercised to appropriately distinguish between 
the emotional problem which may be effectively handled in a 
special class in a public school building and those which 
appear to need an institutional setting. 
IV. Perceptually Impaired 
A. Individual psychiatric am neurological evaluation supporting 
the following positions 
1. Normal functioning intellect. 
2. Normal learning impaired by perceptual complications. 
3. The child not be in need of a clinical setting arrl therapy. 
B. Attained age of 7 by October 11 of the year placed. 
~. All.necessary infonnation be secured. 
D. Caution must be exercised to distinguish between the child that 
can receive instructional program offered and those needing a 
greater specialized aasiBt.Ilce. 
v. Other services such as those offered, the partially sighted, hard 
of hearing, cerebral. palsy1 and homebound follow the state depart-
ment regulations and be offered as needed, verlf'ied by professional 
recommendations and general medical screening and reoan."l\endationa. 
* TO INCLUDES 
Social Casework Histo17 
Medical Report 
Educational History 
Visiting Teacher Referral 
Psychological Report 
Psychiatric Report 
Eye Test Report, where applicable 
Hearing Teat Report, where applicable 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON SPECIAL EDUCATION PBJGRAM 
I. Does your school offer a doctoral program in Special l£ducation? 
A. If not, does it offer any courses in this field on the 
doctoral level? 
B. If courses are ottered concerning the mentally :retarded.1 
please list them on the back of this questionnaire. 
c. How many courses in Special Education do you otter which 
do not deal with the mentally retarded? 
II. Does your school ottGr a master• a degree 1n Special Education? 
A. If not, does it otter an.y courses in this field on the 
graduate level? 
B. On the back of this questionnaire please list the graduate 
courses dealing with the mentally retarded. 
c. How many graduate courses in Special Education do you offer 
which do not deal with the mentally retarded? 
III. Does your school otter a bachelor's degree in Special Education? 
A. If not, does it offer any courses in this field on the 
undergraduate level? 
B. On the back ot this questionnaire please list the under-
graduate courses which deal with the mentally retarded. 
c. How many undergraduate courses in Speoial F.duoation do 
you offer which do not deal with the mentally retarded? 
IV. Does your school sponsor any extension courses in Special 
Educ•tion? It so, where are these courses held? 
V. How many people are presently enrolled in classes dealing with 
the mentally :retarded? Undergraduate programs 
Graduate program.a 
Doctoral programs 
VI. Are plans being made by your school to begin a program in 
Special Education? Ir so, please explain. 
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Name of School ----- Teacher 1 s Name ----- Pupil's Name -----
I. What is your class enrollment? 
II. How many students, with l.Q. Scores above 75, do you have that are not 
successfully doing the work of your class? 
Ill. In each case circle the number which best represents the child whose name 
appears on this questionnaire. 
IV. 
A. Pupil's ability to do grade level work: 
1 2 3 4 5 
Unable to do 
this work 
Can do only 
a few tasks 
Can do some Can do most of 
tasks these tasks 
Can do work 
satisfactorily 
B. Degree pupil is withdrawn: 
1 2 
Never interacts Rarely inter-
voluntarily acts 
3 
Interacts 
occasionally 
C. Pupil's ability with written expression: 
1 2 3 
4 
Will interact in 
a few activities 
4 
5 
Interacts freely 
with others 
5 
Unable to form Eye-hand coordi- Poor spelling Unable to form Can express ideas 
sentences nation hinders hinders his paragraphs adequately 
writing writing 
D. Amount of additional attention required of the teacher by the puptl: 
1 2 3 4 5 
Constant atten- More than aver- Special directions Occasional atten- No extra 
tion needed age needed needed for work tion needed attention 
E. Behavior Problems: 
1 2 3 4 
Constant prob- A behavior prob- Sometimes a Seldom a behavior 
lem lem almost daily problem problem 
F. Type of behavior problem: 
1 2 3 4 
Psychosomatic Aggressive 
symptoms 
Submissive Withdrawn 
G. Degree of acceptance by peers: 
1 2 3 4 
Unnoticed Ridiculed Accepted from time Fairly well 
by peers to time, depending accepted by 
on type of activity most pupils 
How many days has this pupil been enrolled in your class? 
How many days has he been absent? 
needed 
5 
No behavio't' 
problem 
5 
x 
5 
Accepted and 
helped by the 
other pupils 
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V. How many times has the child been retained? Retained in Grades ____ _ 
VI. How many times has the child been placed in the next grade prior to 1963-64? 
Placed in g:cades _. 
VII. Has this pupil been recommended for individual testing? _ 
If so, when?_ By whom?_ 
VIII. Have you received any recommendations as result of the individual testing? ____ _ 
IX. Has this pupil been recommended for Special Education on basis of individual 
testing? __ 
X. Do you feel this pupil could best benefit by being in a Special Education 
class? _ Why? 
XI. At present what procedures are you using to help this pupil? 
Individual instruction being given by teacher 
Below grade level work being given 
Extra homework being given 
Extra help being given by classmates 
()the;: 
XII. Check the following to which you attribute your success or lack of success. 
Poor motivation by pupil Strong motivation by pupil 
Lack of class time due to Class time available due to 
Other: 
large class 
Lack of time due to over-
crowded schedule at school 
Poor home environment 
Poor physical health of pupil 
Parents capable but uncooperative 
Lack of needed material 
Other: 
small class 
Cooperative parents 
Adequate materials available 
Cooperative school personnel 
Past experience of the teacher 
XIII. How many home visits have been made by the teacher _____ , visiting teacher _____ , 
principal _? 
XIV. As the result of the contact with the home, do you believe the parents would 
cooperate in placing this pupil in a class for the academically slow? ____ _ 
In a special education class? ~ If you believe they would not cooperate, 
please explain why? 
XV. Do you believe the pupil could profit from "home-bound" instruction rather than 
the classroom environment? _ Why? 
XVI. Have you had any special training in dealing with children who have special 
difficulty in learning subject matter which is presented to them? 
1. Undergraduate courses How many __ 
2. Graduate courses How many ____ _ 
3. Attended conferences How many ____ _ 
4. Attended workshops How many ____ 
5. Read books on the 
subject How many ____ _ 
6. On-the-job training under some supervision 
7. Practical job experiences 
VITA 
Betty Parrish Knott, daughter of Claude Umstead Parrish and Lessie 
Mehl-land Parrish, was born in Durham, ?forth Carolina, on July 101 1933. 
She was educated in the public schools of Greensville County 1 Virginia. 
She entered Westhampton College in September, 19,Sl, and was graduated 
with the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Psychology in June, 1955. 
In June, 1955, she married Charles Lewis Knott, Jr., and they have 
a daughter, Donna Marie Knott. 
She taught sixth and seventh grades in the counties of Southampton 
and Henrico. She also taught a class of educable mentally retarded 
children in Henrico County. 
She was an undergraduate member of Psi Chi, national honor society 
in psychology and was initiated into Kappa Delta Pi, national honor 
society in education, after beginning her graduate study at the Univer-
sity of Richmond in June, 1962. She became a member or Alpha Delta 
Kappa, an international honorary sorority for women teachers, in 1962. 
